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SEBASTIAN

WHY GERMAN

LOBNER

SCHON AND NOCH ARE

A REPLY

STILL DUALS:

TO VAN DER AUWERA*

"I know your answer already"
Sinead O'Connor

ABSTRACT. The paper takes up the objections raised in van der Auwera (1993) against
the joint analysis of the German particles schon, noch and erst published inLUbner (1989).
Central to my analysis is the claim that the particles are organized in duality groups of four
to which essentially the same type of analysis applies. Van der Auwera (1993) claims that
alreadylschon, in its basic use, is different from the other three particles in having a more
complex meaning which results in an opposition of the particle tofinallylendlich. As to the
narrow-focus temporal uses he argues that the duality approach is inadequate in including
impropermembers on the one hand, and excluding relevant particles on the other.
The criticism will be refuted. After a recollection of the duality analysis in Section 2, van
der Auwera's arguments against the general design of my analysis are dealt with in Section
3. It will be argued that his own analysis of already/schon and its group, as far as it is
supported by the data, does not really differ from my approach. In Section 4, I will deal
with the claim that finallylendlich contradicts alreadylschon, which if correct would provide
an indirect argument against the duality analysis of schon and noch. Iwill argue that endlich
is set apart from the particles of the schon group by the presence of a non-descriptive,
expressive, meaning component. For its descriptive meaning, endlich logically entails schon
and belongs to a parallel duality group of its own together with noch immer. The apparent
incompatibility of finallylendlich and already/schon can be explained as a conflict between
what is foregrounded by each particle, respectively. In Section 5, Iwill argue that, contrary
to van

der Auwera's

claims,

the narrow

focus

uses

of

schon

and

its kin

do

form

proper

duality groups. The existence of such uses of noch, not treated in Ltbner (1989), does not
invalidate the duality analysis of schon and erst. Rather, noch in its relevant narrow-focus
use belongs to yet another duality group together with its dual nur noch.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since its appearance in Lobner (1989), my analysis of schon and the
related particles has met approval (e.g. in Konig
the latter are papers by van der Auwera
Among
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reviewers,
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made
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of
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Stechow
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treated

and others
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for comments
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Chris Golston
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years.

and
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Linguistics and Philosophy 22: 45-107, 1999.
? 1999 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in theNetherlands.
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and,more indirectly,Michaelis (1996). They all object to a central assump
tion and thesis of my approach: the claim that these particles, for each
type of use, are organized in duality groups of four for which a uniform
semantic analysis applies. The analyses were given essentially in terms of
truth conditions and semantic presuppositions. Among the critics men
tioned,Mittwoch (1993) objects tomy analysis by arguing that the presup
positions of schon and its negation noch nicht ('not yet') do not match the
presuppositions of noch ('still') and its negation nichtmehr ('no longer').
She agrees with my analysis in that noch p and nicht mehr p (for the
proposition p the particles are applied to) presuppose a previous state p,
but disagrees with the corresponding claim for schon p or noch nicht p:
these types of sentences, she argues, do not presuppose a previous state
of not-p. Consequently, she says, schon and noch are not duals.Michaelis'
1996 approach implies the same type of inadequacy. She, too, argues that
already does not trigger the presupposition in question. (She does not,
however, relate the point to the question whether already and still are
duals.) The arguments raised by Mittwoch and Michaelis against my
analysis will not be discussed in this paper. Suffice it here to say that, as
far as I can see, the examples presented by them as counterevidence
represent different types of use than the temporal type-S and type-F uses
the analysis was claimed for. To show this, however, would require a
detailed discussion of the examples only possible in a paper of its own.
Van der Auwera's arguments againstmy approach are different. While
he doesn't object to the presuppositional part of the duality analysis, he
argues that, in its basic use, alreadylschon is set apart from the other
three members of the group by two features: (i) unlike the other three
particles it is restricted to cases of a "relatively early change", which, he
argues, can be seen from the fact that already/schon is in opposition to
finally/endlich; (ii), he claims, already/schon is subject to a "contiguity
requirement" not relevant for the other particles. It follows, he concludes,
that schon

and noch,

in this type of use,

are not duals. As

to the other

temporal types of uses, he argues thatmy duality groups are both "too
rich" in containing impropermembers and "too poor" in not containing
noch

and nur noch.

I will first recollect the essentials of my 1989 analysis of the basic use
of schon and its group (Section 2). The main part of the paper, Sections
3, 4 and 5, will

take up the objections

raised by van der Auwera.

I will

argue in Section 3 that the alternative analysis he offers is partly not in
accordance

with

the data, while

what

I consider

the tenable

part of his

analysis essentially agrees with my own results. Section 4 deals with the
meaning of endlich ('finally'), with the result that endlich contains a non
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propositional, expressive meaning component which schon and the other
particles lack. Consequently there is no logical incompatibility between
schon and endlich as van der Auwera suggests, while the pragmatic infel
icityof combining both particles in the same construction can be accounted
for in terms of a conflict in foregrounding. This sheds a new light on the
duality group of schon and its relationship to polarity.
The narrow-focus uses of schon and its kin are the subject of Section
5. Van der Auwera's claim thatmy groups contain toomany and too few
members will be refuted. Rather, I will argue, there are in fact two
different duality groups, the second one consisting of noch, nur noch,
nicht mehr and nicht nur noch. As a result, I will not only have argued
that none of the arguments brought forward againstmy analysis is conclus
ive; the primary gain of the paper is a greater transparency of my
approach. The underlying assumptions and theoretical conceptions will
become clearer andmore explicit. Large parts of the discussion are some
thing like an exercise in semantic methodology. As far as possible, all
claims will be proved or disproved by well-founded and explicit linguistic
tests. The aim is to establish objective criteria for deciding if one expres
sion is the negation, subnegation or dual of another, for distinguishing
between semantic content and conversational implicature, for diagnosing
nonpropositional meaning components, and similar problems.
The objections of van der Auwera are in part brought forward for
English already, but can be applied to German schon as well and are
certainlymeant so. Iwill confine the discussion to the analysis of German
particles throughout, since this is the only language I have immediate
intuitions

about

and the one my

claims

are, and were,

related

to. Native

speaker analysts of other languages are asked to check if the results carry
over to their respective languages.
2.

THE

ANALYSIS

OF

SCHON

NOCH NICHT AND NICHT MEHR

AND

ITS

RELATIONS

IN LOBNER

(1989)

TO

AND

NOCH,

(1990)

In order to keep the paper as self-contained as possible, I will repeat
the essentials of my analysis given in L6bner (1989), without, however,
repeating the arguments in favour of the analysis.1 I will concentrate the

1

For a discussion of the relevant literature up to the publication of LUbner (1989) see that

paper.
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discussion in this section on what I (and van der Auwera as well) consider
the basic temporal use of schon ('already').2
2.1. Types of Uses
In Lobner (1989), I called the basic use of schon, as well as the respective
uses of noch, noch nicht and nicht mehr
'type 1', while van der Auwera
dubs it the 'non-scalar' use. Since one of the basic traits of my analysis of
are instances of phase
schon and its kin is the claim that the particles

quantification (see Section 2.4 below) - a concept based on scales - I do
not want to join van der Auwera in talking of non-scalar uses here. Iwill,
however, refer to the four typesmentioned inL6bner (1989) by different
I decided

terms now because

to use

the terms

type

1, 2, 3, and 4 in a

different, more general, sense inLobner (1990). The terms Iwill use here
are type S for type 1 (= operator

on the sentence

focus

in an imperfective

sentence), type F for type 2 (= operator on a narrow focus in an imper
fective sentence), type Tpf for type 3 (= operator focusing on a temporal
adverbial in a perfective sentence), and type Tipf for type 4 (= operator
focusing on a temporal adverbial in an imperfective sentence).
type S: (association with the sentence focus in an imperfective
sentence)

(1)

das Licht

ist schon/noch

an

the light is already/still on3
In this type of use, the particle is associated with the natural focus of the
The

sentence.

focus

and

the sentence

accent

are where

they would

be

without the particle. The particle itself is not stressed; it fills a VP adjunct
position. The sentence is in the imperfective aspect (in the sense of Comrie
1976). Imperfective sentences relate the proposition to an evaluation time
te, i.e., the time with respect to which the proposition expressed is true
2

English already and German schon are not fully equivalent. The range of temporal and
non-temporal uses of schon is broader than that of already. It includesmodal uses without
any parallel among the uses of already, e.g. the schon of concession in contexts like: "Aber
du

hast

dich

(approximately:

doch

auch

"But

tiber
gefreut
you were pleased

- "Ja schon,
den Anruf,
oder nicht?"
with
the call after all, weren't
you?" -

aber....'"
"Yes well,

but...").
3

Let me

emphasize

at this point

that the English

glosses

in my

examples

are merely

meant

to facilitate the interpretation of the German examples. Often certain German particles lack
an adequate equivalent inEnglish, whence the glosses are sometimes more or less awkward.
Acceptability judgements do not apply to the glosses, nor do I claim thatmy analyses, which
are exclusively

concerned

with

German

particles,

carry over

to what

I provide

English equivalents.
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or false. In simple sentences, the evaluation time is implicit and definite.
If the sentence is in the present tense, the default case consists in tebeing
the time of utterance.With the past tense, te is a contextually determined
time in the past. Inmore complex constructions, the evaluation timemay
be indefinite or a bound variable. For the sake of simplicity, I will only
deal with instances of a definite evaluation time. The implicit reference
to te is formally represented in the following by referring to this type of
use by schon(te, P). 'P' represents the stative proposition expressed by the
imperfective sentence. Since stative propositions are true or false of a
given evaluation time, they represent one-place predicates about times.4
As will be argued in the next subsection, type-S schon forms a duality
group with its dual noch ('still'), its suppletive negation noch nicht ('not
yet') and its subnegation nicht mehr ('no longer').
The uses of schon and the related particles differ in two dimensions.
First, being focus particles, their operand may be changed together with
the focus of the sentence or clause they occur in, i.e., with the predication
that determines the polarity contrast of the sentence. In general, as with
any focus particles, the predicate in focus and its argument are the op
erands of the particles. Thus, their interpretation interactswith, and in
part depends on, the focus structure of the sentence. The next uses, type
F and type T, are focusing variants in this sense. They are only briefly
introduced here, mainly in order to show what is not covered by type S,
on which

the first part of the paper

centres. More

will be said about

them

in Section 5.
(2)

type F: (association with a narrow focus in an imperfective sen
tence)
Sie haben schon/erst DREISEITEN
gelesen5
you have read already 3 pages/only 3 pages so far

The particle here focuses on a time-dependent predicate. In (2), the
predicate in focus, drei Seiten, indicates the quantity of text read so far
by the addressee, the quantity being conceived of as increasingwith time.
The construction presupposes the existence of a non-zero value of the
variable

Again,
associated

(in this case,

that the addressee

has read some

amount

of text).

the sentence is imperfective. In (2), the particle is syntactically
with

its focus

and

adjunct position. Alternatively,

thus happens

to be

in the canonical

VP

the focus can be moved into the front

4
For details of the theory of aspect adopted here, see L6bner (1989: ?0.2), L6bner (1988)
and, closely related, Herweg (1991).
5
Small capitals indicate focus.
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position, leaving the particle in its canonical position (2') or taking itwith
it as an adjunct of itself (2").
(2')
(2")

DREISEITEN
haben Sie schonlerst gelesen
schon/erst DREISEITEN
haben Sie gelesen

In any positional variant, themain sentence accent ison the focus position,
while the particle itself is not stressed. In this type of use, German schon
forms a duality group inwhich noch nicht is its negation, while its dual is
erst and its subnegation is the regular negation nicht erst of erst.
In the remaining type-T uses, the particle focuses on a time adverbial:
(3)

type Tpf: (association with a time adverbial in focus in a
perfective

sentence)

sie kommt schonlerst MORGEN
an
she is arriving

(4)

as early as/as

late as tomorrow

type Tipr: (associationwith a time adverbial in focus in an imper
fective sentence)
ichwar schon/erst GESTERN
da
I alreadywas there yesterday/I was there only yester
day

In both uses, the particle focuses on a time adverbial T which carries the
sentence accent. The particle carries no stress and is either immediately
associated with the focus constituent or in its canonical type-S position as
in (5a-b) and (6a-b):
(5)a.
b.
(6)a.
b.

kommt sie schon/erst an
MORGEN
schonlerst MORGEN
kommt sie an
GESTERN
war ich schon/erst da
schonlerst GESTERN
war ich da

In the case of type Tpf, the sentence is in the perfective aspect and the
time adverbial specifies the time at which the event expressed takes place.
In the fourth

type of use, Tipf,

the sentence

is imperfective

and the time

adverbial specifies the implicit evaluation time te. The dual of schon in
both uses is erst. The duality group is completed by the negations of schon
and erst. The negation of schon is nicht schon if that operand is in the
position immediately preceding the focus constituent; if the particle is in
the canonical position and the time adverbial not immediately following,
the proper negation is noch nicht.
The second dimension inwhich uses may differ is the underlying scale.
In the temporal

uses S, F and T defined

so far, the scale

is the time scale.

I have argued in Lobner (1990: 138ff.) that for phase quantifiers the
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underlying scale is a lexically fixed parameter not accessible in syntax. It
may, however, be subject to processes of lexical meaning shift such as
metaphor in the sense of Lakoff (1987). These shifts, which replace the
underlying scale of time by some other scale and thereby carry themeaning
into some other conceptual domain, give rise to non-temporal, or at least
not directly temporal, uses. These typeswill not be discussed in the present
paper (but see L6bner 1989, pp. 202-208 for spatial and other types of
non-temporal uses).

2.2. Truth Conditions and Presuppositions for theBasic Type of Use, S
2.2.1. Schon(te, P) and noch nicht(te, P)
When you compare a simple imperfective sentence like the one in (7a)
with the result of adding schonlalready, it becomes evident that the parti
cle adds a sense of temporal dynamics:
(7)a.
b.

das Licht ist an
the light is on
das Licht ist schon an
the light is already on

While (7a) is a stative predication about the implicit evaluation time te,
sentence (7b) represents the same state as the result of a development
from a previous state of affairs with the light not on to the present state
with the light now on. (7b) presupposes that the simple statement das
Licht ist an was false some time before te. Hence (7b), unlike (7a),
expresses

the fact

that

the

light

is on

at te after not

being

so before.

Although itmight be argued that in the case of (7a), too, the lightwould
most probably not always have been on, this isnevertheless not expressed
by the simple sentence.
The difference between the types of statements represented by (7a) and
(7b), and the necessity of the presupposition mentioned, becomes evident
if schon
a previous

to the expression of a state which semantically
excludes
state, such as in (8a). In this case, the addition of
opposite

is applied

schon is impossible because the presupposition of a preceding opposite
state cannot be fulfilled:
(8)a.

das Auto ist neu
the car is new

b.

das Auto

ist schon neu

the car is already

new
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The difference between (7a) and (7b) is also reflected inwhat constitutes
their respective negations. The negation of (7a) is simply
das Licht ist nicht an

(7)a'.

the light is not on
what

Thus,

(7a) expresses

is that the light is on rather

than not on - an

issuewhich is defined exclusively with respect to the given evaluation time
te. It does not relate to any other times.
is the negation of (7b)? The particle
What

schon

in this use cannot

be

negated by standard syntactic negation nicht:
(7)b'.

das Licht ist nicht schon an
the light is not already on

The construction is only possible with either an extra accent on nicht
(which proves that the negation is non-standard) or with a strong focus
accent

on

schon,

in which

case

the negation

acquires

the status

of

a

metalinguistic negation (in the sense of Horn 1989).
In cases like this where direct syntactic negation is impossible, the
descriptive negation can be determined by a simple test using pairs of
questions and matching negative answers. The validity of the test is due
to the fact that the polar alternative posed by a yes-no question coincides
with the polar contrast between the corresponding declarative sentence
and its descriptive negation. For sentence (7b), the testwould be:
Ist das Licht schon an? - Nein, das Licht ist noch nicht an.
Is the light already on? - No, the light is not yet on.

(9)

IFF it expresses
In general,
a negative
answer is an exact match
exactly
the same as a bare 'No.' answer would.
Since this is the case with the

answer in (9), the proper descriptive negation6 of (7b) is (7b"):
(7)b".

das Licht ist noch nicht an

(7b") shares the presupposition of (7b) that the sentence was false for
some

time preceding
dynamics. The issue

te, and hence has
if the light is already

the same quality of temporal
on or not yet on is not only a

6

Itmay pass without discussion to state that the exact form of the negation of schon(te, P)
depends on the form of the syntactic negation of the embedded sentence. Noch nicht(te,P)
is the form of the negation of schon(te, P) only if the embedded sentence is syntactically
negated
negation

the
("he already has a visa"),
by nicht. In the case of, e.g., er hat schon ein Visum
would
be er hat noch kein Visum
the form noch
(cf. he has no visa yet). Thus,

nicht(te, P) only represents the prototypical case. The same applies to other negative terms
used

later,

such as nicht mehr(te,

P).
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of

matter

the present
time te but posed
the background
of a
against
the light was not on.
previous state of affairs where
In general,
the truth or falsity of schon(te, P) and noch nicht(te, P) is a
matter of a change from a state of not-P 7 to a state of P by the time of
te. Schon(te, P) is true, and noch nicht(te, P) is false, IFF after some time
where

not-P was

not-P

to P has

truth values
it follows
Thus,

the case P is true at the time
taken place

are opposite
that after some

the truth value

te, i.e. IFF a change from
P then still holds. The
the
time
of
and
te
by
IFF no such change has taken place, from which
time of not-P

before
te not-P still holds at te.
P) and noch nicht(te, P) depends on the

of schon(te,

location of te after or before a (possible) point of change from not-P to
P on the time axis.

I illustrated

the analysis

by the diagram

in Figure

1.

te

noch nicht(te,P) /

schon(te,P)

P

not-P

TIME

Figure 1. Illustration of the meaning of schon(te, P) and noch nicht(te, P).
the overall time interval considered must not contain more
Obviously,
than one change from not-P to P. Changes
from not-P to P before
the

last one are irrelevant to the question whether schon(te, P) or noch
nicht(te, P)

is true at te. As we

shall see below,

the restriction

is a natural

consequence of the underlying format of phase quantification.
The truth conditions of schon(te, P) and noch nicht(te, P) are jointly
formulated in (10):
Truth conditions for type-S schon(te,P) and noch nicht(tf, P):
a. Both schon(te, P) and noch nicht(te, P) trigger the
presupposition that there is a phase of not-P starting before

(10)

7 I will

use

the

notation

'not-P'

rather

than

'nicht-P'

even

in German

contexts

of

the

expression. 'not-P' stands for any expression which yields the opposite truth values of P
under the same presuppositions.
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te and that up to te at most

one

between

change

not-P

and

P has occurred.
b. Schon(te,

P)

is true,

and noch

is false,

nicht(te, P)

iff the

presupposition in (a) is fulfilled and P(te) is true.
c. Schon(te, P) is false, and noch nicht(te, P) is true, iff the
presupposition in (a) is fulfilled and P(te) is false.
2.2.2. Noch(t,, P) and nicht mehr(te, P)
Addition of noch ('still') to the focus of an imperfective sentence adds a
sense of continuation, again a dynamic component: (lla) expresses the
same state as the sentence without noch, but on the basis of the presuppos
ition that P was

true for some

that the time when

states

(11)a.
b.

te, while its negation nicht mehr
true is over by the time of te:

time before

P was

das Licht ist noch an
the light is still on
das Licht

ist nicht mehr

an

the light is no longer on
Both noch(te, P) and nichtmehr(te, P) presuppose that P was true at some
time before te. On this background, noch(te, P) expresses the fact that P
has been true since that time and is true at te, while nicht mehr(te, P) is
true IFF P is false at, and by,

the time of te. Hence,

with

noch(t,,

P) we

state that no change from P to not-P has taken place, while the contrary
is expressed by nichtmehr(te, P). Again, we must assume that atmost one
change

between

P and not-P

has

taken place

between

the time when

P

was true before te and the time te itself. (lla) might be false if the light
is just on again at time te. Figure 2 illustrates themeaning of noch(te, P)
and nicht mehr(te, P).
The truth conditions for noch(te, P) and nicht mehr(te, P) are given in

(12).
(12)

Truth conditions for noch(t, P) and nicht mehr(tt, P):
a. Both noch(te, P) and nicht mehr(te, P) trigger the
presupposition that there is a phase of P starting before te
and that up to te at most

one change

between

not-P

and P

has occurred.
b. noch(te, P) is true, and nicht mehr(te, P) is false, iff the
presupposition in (a) is fulfilled and P(te) is true.
c. noch(te, P) is false, and nicht mehr(te, P) is true, iff the
presupposition in (a) is fulfilled and P(te) is false.
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te

noch (tP)

nicht-mehr(te,P)

P

not-P

of noch(t,, P) and nicht mehr(t,, P).
;................
, Figure 2. Illustration of the meaning
.i,
TIME

2.3. The Duality Group for Type S
A central claim of my analysis is the duality of schonlalready and nochistill
in this type of use.

The

relation

is defined

of duality

two

in terms of

independent negations: (1) the 'outer' negation of the operatorplus
operand, here simply referred to as 'negation', because operatorplus_
operand

a sentence

forms

(or the part of

the sentence

which

would

be

subject to sentential negation); (2) the 'inner negation' or, as I prefer to
call it, the 'subnegation', i.e. the negation of the embedded operand. As
we have

seen

in the previous

subsection,

the negation

of schon(te,

P) and

of noch(te, P) is effected by replacing the particles with their suppletive
negations noch nicht(te, P) and nichtmehr(te, P), respectively. The subne
gations of schon(te, P) and noch(te, P) are formed by replacing the operand
P with

an expression

i.e. a sentence

for not-P,

which

is a polarity

counter

part of P.8
Two

operators

X

and Y,

are duals

then,

(or dual negations)

of each

8

In Lobner (1989) and (1990), I used the term 'subnegation'without distinguishing between
negation in the semantic sense, i.e. truth-condition reversal, or in the syntactic sense, i.e. a
morphosyntactic operation yielding truth-condition reversal (see Lobner, to appear, Section
1.3 to Section 1.5 for a proper distinction). In connection with duality relationships, the
term 'subnegation' is always to be taken in the semantic sense, i.e. as an operation of truth
condition reversal applied to the argument predicate of the operator particle. Thus, 'not-P'
stands

for any

expression

which

is true

(of

its argument

te) iff P

is false

and

false

iff P

is

true. Truth-condition reversal of predicates can, in principle, be accomplished by two kinds
of operations: either by standard syntactic negation (which is almost always possible) or by
substitution of the predicate term by a lexical boolean opposite (such as offlaus for on/an).
The latter possibility depends on what the lexicon happens to contain. I will argue below
(Section 4.5) that all four particles do not admit syntactic negation within their scope. Hence,
subnegation can only be achieved by lexical substitution, not by regular syntactic negation.
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other IFFX is equivalent to the negation of the subnegation of Y (and,
necessarily, vice versa), or, equivalently, IFFthe negation of X is equiva
lent to the subnegation of Y (and, necessarily, vice versa). Hence, we can
again use appropriate pairs of yes-no questions and matching negative
answers as a simple test for duality. The test consists in matching a
question containing the operator with a negative answer containing the
dual operator. Let us assume, for the sake of the argument, that for P
das Licht ist an ('the light is on') not-P can be expressed by das Licht ist
aus ('the light is out'). We then get the following matching pairs:
(13)a.
b.

Ist das Licht schon an? - Nein, das Licht ist noch aus.
Is the light already on? - No, the light is still out.
Ist das Licht noch an? - Nein, das Licht ist schon aus.
Is the light still on? - No, the light is already out.

The test proves that schon(te, P) is false IFFnoch(te, not-P) is true and
that noch(t,, P) is false IFFschon(te, not-P) is true. Hence, the negation
of schon(te, P) is equivalent to the subnegation of noch(te, P), and vice
versa: schon and noch are duals. Since the negation of schon(te, P) is noch
nicht(t,,

P),

noch

nicht(te, P)

is equivalent

to noch(te,

not-P).

Likewise,

nichtmehr(te, P) and schon(te, not-P) have the same truth conditions. Due
to these relations, each pair of sentences in (14a, b, c, d) is equivalent:

(14)
of
a. NEGATION
of
SUBNEGATION
of
b. NEGATION
of
SUBNEGATION
c. NEGATION
of
SUBNEGATION of

schon(te, P):
nOCh(te,P):
noch(te, P):
schon(te, P):
nicht mehr(te, P):

das Licht
das Licht
das Licht
das Licht
das Licht

ist noch nicht an
ist noch aus
ist nichtmehr an
ist schon aus
ist noch an

noch nicht(te, P):

das Licht

ist noch nicht

noch nicht(te, P):
of
d. NEGATION
of
SUBNEGATION nicht mehr(te, P):

aus

das Licht ist schon an
das Licht ist nicht mehr aus

The meaning relationships between the four elements in this use can be
expressed as in the diagram in Figure 3 (which is not identical, but none
theless equivalent, to the duality group diagram I used in Lobner 1989:
172).
The meaning relationshipswithin the group can be immediately derived
from the truth conditions given above in (10) and (12). Replacement of
'P' by

'not-P'

in (10) yields

truth conditions

for schon(te,

not-P) which

are

identicalwith those of nichtmehr(te, P) in (12). Analogously, replacement
'P' by 'not-P' in (12) yields truth conditions
those of noch nicht(te, P).
are identical with

of

for noch(te, not-P) which
that the meaning
Note
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nicht-mehr(te,P)

Figure 3. The duality group of schon and noch in their type-S uses.

relations are also illustrated by the diagrams in Figures 1 and 2 and the
correspondences between them. Negation corresponds to an exchange of
the positions of the respective expressions used as inscriptions of the
arrows; subnegation corresponds to an exchange of the phases of P and
not-P on the time axis; and dual negation would be carried out by combin
ing both operations.
The semantic relationships within the duality group include a simple
relationship between the presuppositions of the particles. Negations of
each other share the same presuppositions, but differ in the polarity of
the assertion P(te), the operand of the particle. Duals have opposite
presuppositions in terms of P, while they share the polarity of P(te). This
may become more obvious ifwe look at the representation of the truth
conditions and presuppositions inTable 1.
Table 1. Presuppositions and assertions for type S
Relation to

Expression

schon(te,

schon(te, P)
noch(te, P)
noch nicht(te, P)
nicht mehr(te, P)

P)

DUAL
NEGATION
SUBNEGATION

Presupposition:

Assertion
state

initial phase

not-P
P
not-P
P

at te

P
P
not-P
not-P

Thus, negation consists in a polarity switch of the embedded statement
P(te); dual negation is a simple operation switching just the polarity of the
presupposition - presupposition negation, as it were - but leaving the
polarity of the statement unchanged. Subnegation is the result of changing
both the polarity of the presupposition and the polarity of P(te) itself:9 in
9

Consequently, at the semantic level dual negation can be viewed as a simple semantic
operation rather than as the combined effect of negation and subnegation, whereas the latter
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changing the polarity of the operand of the particle it changes the polarity
of the statement and the respective presupposition.
2.4. The Particles as Instances of Phase Quantification
In L6bner (1989), the uses of schon and its correlates noch, noch nicht,
and nicht mehr are represented as cases of phase quantification. In view
of the analyses offered, the effect of adding schon or any of its correlates
to a simple imperfective statement P(te) can be seen as a modification of
the type of polarity contrast between P(te) and not-P(te). The plain polarity
contrast between P(te) and its negation not-P(te), or between the cases of
P(te) being true and P(te) being false is projected onto the time scale.
Instead

if P is true or false of, or at,

of just judging

te, we

are now

to

judge if te is locatedwithin one or the other of two adjacent time intervals
of opposite polarity in terms of P. Thus the polarity of schon(te, P)
becomes
between

a matter
a phase

of

the position
of te relative
and a phase of P.

to the point

of change

of not-P

In more abstract terms, the effect of adding these particles can be
described

as follows.

The

particles

make

use of the fact that time has a

linear ordering. Thus, any point in time has a certain position, or rank,
with respect to the temporal ordering: later points rank higher in the
temporal ordering. What schon(te, P) states is that te ranks high enough
for P(te)

to be true; noch nicht(te, P) states

that te ranks too low for P to

be true.With noch(te, P) we express that te ranks low enough, or not too
high, for P(te) to be true, while nicht mehr(te, P) expresses that te ranks
high enough

to be false. Let us denote

for P(te)

an ordering

in general

as

S and the temporal ordering in particular as t.
Thus, the plain contrast between P(te) and not-P(te) is replaced by a
local contrast on the time scale between two adjacent intervals, or phases,
of different polarity in terms of P. This cognitive operation requires a
local restriction of the time interval considered. It must contain te itself
and itmust not contain more than two subintervals of different polarity
because

the result must

be a binary

contrast.

As we have

seen,

the choice

of the particle also restricts the relative arrangement of the polarity phases:
The

use of schon

with

a phase

and noch

of negative

nicht

polarity,

requires a time interval which begins
i.e. of not-P, while noch and nicht mehr

require the time interval to begin with a positive phase of P. Furthermore,
turns out
7)

for how

to be

the combined

this analysis

effect

is able

of negation
to account
for

and dual
the general

See L6bner
negation.
(1990: ch.
to be
markedness
phenomena

observed with duality groups.
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admissible time intervals in
in termsof not-p and te
te

te

TIME

p

not-p

p

TIME

not-p

Figure 4. Admissible intervals.
the time

te is not allowed

to be

of the time

the very beginning

interval

considered, because both noch(te, P) and noch nicht(te, P) require a certain
interval of equal polarity preceding te.
These restrictions concerning the relevant time intervals are captured
by the notion

of

'admissible

interval

in terms of

<, P and

t' technically

defined as follows.
DEFINITION: Admissible intervals in termsof a, P and t
For any predicate P with a domain D(P) that is ordered by a
partial ordering a, and any t inD(P), the set of admissible

(15)

in terms of

intervals

t - AI(<,

<, P and

P, t) -

is the set of

all intervalswhich
(i) contain t, but not as their very beginning,
(ii) startwith a phase of not-P,
(iii) contain at most one polarity switch between not-P and
p

10

We can then state that the relevant time intervals selected by the presuppo
sitions of schon(te, P) and noch nicht(te, P) are the admissible intervals in
terms of the temporal

ordering

<t, P and

te, while

the relevant

intervals

for noch(te, P) and nicht mehr(te, P) are the admissible intervals in terms
of <t, not-P

and

te. Figure

4 illustrates

the types of admissible

intervals

relevant for the four particles.
The

notion

of

an admissible

interval

does

not

presuppose

that

the

interval actually contains a polarity switch. If, e.g., the interval startswith
10

truth values
to its arguments.
is a function which
assigns
it is defined
a truth value
to. A partial
for, i.e. it assigns
s
S x,
is a relation which
is reflexive
ordering
(x S x for any x), antisymmetric
(if x
y and y
<
<
then x = y), and transitive
also be total (either
z, then x
z); if it would
(if x s y and y
x < y or y s x for any x, y), < would
An
be a linear ordering.
interval, under such circum
s
a linear ordering,
like
i.e. something
is a subset of D(P) within which
stances,
provides
a chain with respect
to <. A phase of P is an interval which
of elements
consists
exclusively
Technical

Its domain

for which

details:

is the

A predicate
set of entities

P is true.
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a phase

of not-P which

is not

followed

by a phase

of P, schon(te,

is

P)

inevitably false and noch nicht(te, P) true. Certainly, noch nicht(te, P) and
noch(te, P) trigger a conversational implicature to the extent that the
polarity will eventually change. This is due to the maxim of relevance:
since phase quantification defines the polarity contrast of the sentence on
the basis of the premise of a possible transition from not-P to P (or vice
versa), there would be no point in choosing thatway of expression if the
fulfilment of the premise were ruled out in the given context. For noch
nicht(te, P),

that means

that a future

change

from not-P

to P is not pre

supposed but conversationally implicated. The same applies mutatis mut
andis to noch(te, P).1 Semantically, however, it is perfectly acceptable to
state noch(te, P) and, at the same time, explicitly exclude any later change
of the state P:

(16)

I'm still living here and will go on living here forever

A further implicaturewill play a role later inmy discussion of van der
Auwera's analysis: sentences containing one of the four particles are
usually understood as conveying that te is close to a (recent or imminent)
point of change. This can, again, be explained as a conversational implicat
ure based on the maxim of relevance. The phase quantifiers make the
question if te lies before or after the point of change the crucial issue of
the sentence. Hence they focus on that point, and thiswill be themore
relevant, under normal circumstances, the closer te is to the point of
change. We will see in Section 3.3 that this is only a conversational
implicature; it fails to come about if it is incompatible with the given
context.

Obviously, the four particles of the duality group exhaust the logical
possibilities of phase quantification on the time axis in terms of the op
erand sentence, or time predication, P. The admissible intervals are restric
ted to at most two polarity phases. Within this setting, two types of
admissible intervals are possible, depending on the choice of the polarity
of the beginning of the interval. Schon(te, P) and noch nicht(te, P) yield
the two polarities on the basis of admissible intervals in terms of P and
1 The
of

any

is an instance of a more
implicature
sentence
assertive
conversationally

general

conversational

implicates,

due

implicature:
to the maxim
of

the utterance
relevance,

the

possibility that the sentence might be false. Otherwise the utterance would be pointless. In
part of the literature about negation, this implicature (with respect to negative sentences) is
called a presupposition. Giv6n (1978), e.g., says that negative sentences presuppose the
corresponding positive sentence. He calls this type of presuppositions "discourse presupposi
tions", adding that "these do not always correspond to what logicians have traditionally
considered presuppositions" (p. 70).
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for admissible

intervals

in terms of not-P and te. The four possibilities always form a duality
group, as is evident from the regularities underlying the group inFigure 3.
(17) is a formal representation of the four operators as phase quantifiers:12
schon(te, P)

(17)

noch(te,
noch nicht(te,

P)

=

3VI(I E AI(<t, P, te):

=

3VI(I E AI(<t,
3VI(I E AI(<t,

P) X=

nicht mehr(te, P)

:

not-P,

P(te))
te):

P, te):

P(te))
not-P(te))

3VI(I E AI(<t, not-P, te): not-P(te))

P, te) is the set of admissible
not-P,
<t, P and te, AI(<t,
ordering

AI(<t,

intervals

in terms of the temporal
P replaced by

te) is the same with

not-P. The operator 3V - 'for some and alPl- is a free-choice operator
which permits us to pick out any element fulfilling the condition on the
left side of the colon

and asserts

of it what

is said on the right side of the

colon. It presupposes the existence of such elements and their equivalence
in terms of the assertion.13Note that, indeed, if there is an interval of the
time axis which meets the condition in (lOa) or (12a), respectively, any
such interval will
The

do.

formalization

in (17) of the truth conditions

for the group

of four

separates the presupposition trigger (to the left of the colon) from the
(to its right). It directly shows that the whole
on the basis of the presupposed
the assertion,
condition,

assertion

logically entails
and illustrates

thereby that schon(te, P) and noch(te, P) are modifications of the simple
predication P(te), and noch nicht(te, P) and nichtmehr(te, P) of itsnegation
It further reflects the fact that the group of four can be consi
not-P(te).
dered as being generated
from the meaning
of schon(te, P) by means of
two negation operations:
dual negation, which reverses the polarity of the
and

presupposition,

negation,

which

reverses

the polarity

of

the

as

sertion.14Noch(te, P) is derived from schon(te, P) by dual negation, noch
nicht(te, P) by negation, and the subnegation nichtmehr(te, P) by negation
plus dual negation.
12
This formulation of the truth conditions, which is simpler than, but equivalent to, the one
given in Lobner (1989), was developed in Lobner (1990), cf. ch. 7 there.
13 See Lobner
(1989: 179 and 1990: 28f.) for a formal definition of the 3V operator.
14 See L6bner (1990: 207f.) for a proof of the fact that the negation of a 3V formula as a
whole is equivalent to the negation of the subformula to the right of the colon, formally:
-i3Vx(b:p) X< 3Vx(b: -p). With this it follows that the formula for noch(te, P) is the dual
of

the formula

of schon(te,

P):

-3VI(I E AI(<t, not-P, te): not-P(te))
X
3VI(I E AI(ut, not-P, te): -inot-P(te))
X:

3VI(I

E AI(<t,

not-P,

te): P(te))

negation of subnegation of schon(te, P)
(equivalence mentioned)
noch(te,

P)
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Phase quantification is a general scheme underlying very different forms
of natural language predications. The standard nominal quantifiers can be
analyzed as phase quantifiers on the scale of quantity. Scalar adjectives
are phase quantifiers on their respective underlying scales. Other particles,
such as nurlonly can also be successfully analyzed as phase quantifiers.
(See Lobner 1990 for analyses.) Thus, the analysis offered here embeds
the phenomena into a larger context of a fundamental cognitive format.

DER AUWERA'S
CRITICISM OF THE DUALITY
FOR USES WITH SENTENTIAL FOCUS (TYPE

3. VAN

Van

HYPOTHESIS
S)

challenges my analysis on two lines. With respect to the
sentential focus, he claims that what he calls my first duality

der Auwera

basic use with

hypothesis as wrong: schon(te, P) could not be considered the dual of
noch(te, P). Rather, he argues, themeaning of schon differs in a crucial
point from themeaning of the other three particles noch, noch nicht and
nicht mehr. With

to the 'scalar' uses

respect

(F and T),

he argues

that the

duality groups which I set up were wrong, too. My 'system' as too rich in
containing the negations nicht schon and nicht erst, and too poor in not
comprising

the scalar uses
discuss

following
type-S uses. The

of noch

and nur noch.

This

section

van der Auwera's
other

objections
against my
uses are discussed
in Section 5.

analysis

and

the

of the

3.1. Van der Auwera's Arguments
Van

der Auwera's

its kin

central

claim with

respect

to the basic use of schon and

is:

(A-l)a.

[type S] schon

is not the dual of noch,

because

b. nichtmehr(te, not-P) does not entail schon(te, P).
His first, and strongest, argument is based on an apparent incompatibility
of already and finally. He states that both (18) and (19) entail (20):
(18)
(19)

Peter is already inMadrid
Peter isfinally inMadrid

(20)

it is not the case that it is still the case that Peter

Obviously,

(20)

is meant

to represent

the negation

is not inMadrid

of the subnegation
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|schon j
Jno longer not

alryL

niche mehr nicht

endlich

finally

Figure 5. Logical relationships between already/schon, finallylendlich and not yet not/nicht
mehr

nicht.

Peter is still inMadrid. I would prefer to replace (20) by (20'), a step
which

does not affect

is no longer not inMadrid16

Peter

(20')

the argument.15

He further states that (19) does not entail (18). Hence, he concludes, (20)
cannot entail (18), since if itwould, (18) would follow from (19) via (20).
Thus,

his picture

of the relationships

between

the three sentences

and the

types they represent is as in the left part of Figure 5, while mine would
be given in the right part (simple arrows represent entailment).
Since my analysis includes the equivalence of schon and nicht mehr
nicht, it follows indeed that, trivially, endlich entails schon IFFit entails
nicht mehr

nicht. The

be a natural

latter entailment

consequence

of my

is obvious.

analysis.

If, on

Thus

the former would

the other

hand,

van der

Auwera is right in stating a contradiction between already/schon and
finallylendlich, it follows that already/schon and still/noch are not duals:
the whole scheme of relationships which makes up the duality group
breaks

down

The English

if one of them

is changed or abandoned.
adverb finally does not possess a direct

equivalent

in Ger

man. It appears to be translatable by both endlich and schlieBlich. Since
endlich
discusses,

seems

to be

I choose

the nearest
it for applying

of finally in the examples he
equivalent
to the German
his considerations
data.

15The reason for
replacing (20) by (20') is that I consider the (descriptive, standard syntactic)
negation of still(te,P) to be no longer(te,P), whereas it is not the case that still(te,P) is the
negation of it is the case that still(te,P). The latter two sentences have a presupposition-free
reading which the former two lack. Hence the truth conditions of no longer(te,P) are not
the same as those of it is not the case that still(te,P). Note that I did not claim the equivalence
of schon(te, P) and es ist nicht der Fall, daB es noch der Fall ist, daB nicht-P.
16 The
in the scope
due to the syntactic
is not really acceptable,
sentence
negation

of no

longer (cf. footnote 8). But as the predicate be inMadrid lacks a lexical opposite, the
formulationmay do for the sake of the argumentation. See Lobner (to appear, Section 1.6)
for the relevant discussion of negation.
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These are the same: (18G) and (19G) both entail (20'), but appear to be
incompatiblewith each other:
(18G)

Peter ist schon inMadrid

(19G)

Peter

(20O)

Peter ist nichtmehr nicht inMadrid

ist endlich

inMadrid

Van der Auwera's argument could be further corroborated by the
observation that, in both languages, the two particles apparently cannot
be combined:
(21)E ??Peter isfinally already inMadrid
G ??Peter

ist endlich

schon

inMadrid

The argumentation involves several claims about the semantic relation
ship between schonlalready and endlich/finally (cf. p. 618):
(A-2)a. Alreadylschon(te, P) expresses that the change into P has happ
ened relatively early, while finallylendlich(te, P) expresses that
the change into P has happened relatively late.
(A-2)b. Alreadylschon(te, P) excludes finallylendlich(te, P) [and, neces
sarily, vice versa]
(A-2)c. Finallylendlich(te, P) deos not entail already/schon(te, P).
The

first claim entails

the second

and this, in turn, the third.

For his observations, van der Auwera offers the following explanation.
He assumes that both alreadylschon(te, P) and finallylendlich(te, P) ex
press

"the

obtainment

of

a positive

state

following

a change

a

from

negative state" (p. 620). With other words: the phase quantifier meaning
is part of themeaning of both particles.
(A-2)d. Both alreadylschon(te, P) andfinallylendlich(te, P) express that
P(te)

is true after a change

from not-P

to P.

However, he argues, both particles have a furthermeaning component,
viz. "an alternative to the envisaged positive state". This component is
different for the two particles and responsible for the semantic properties
formulated in (A-2a). Later on, he will state that a thirdmeaning compo
nent

to the one of alreadylschon

analogous

is also part of the meaning

of

the other three particles of the already/schon group.We can therefore fix
the following

(A-3)

more

The

claim of van der Auwera's:

four particles

meaning
So

general

component:

far, the argument

would

semantically
a contrasting
show

involve an

counterfactual

that alreadylschon

additional
alternative.

excludes
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endlich, but it doesn't prove his central claim (A-l) that alreadylschon
are not duals.

and still/noch

For

of this claim he would

a proof

have

to

show that the appropriate analyses yield different semantic patterns within
This

the group.

is indeed what

van

der Auwera

He

claims.

takes

the

position (p. 626f) that schon(te, P) is set apart from noch(te, P), noch
nicht(te, P) and nicht mehr(te, P) by a special semantic condition:
(A-4)

Schon(te, P) is subject to a contiguity requirement: temust be
"in a time chunk contiguous to" the point of change between
not-P and P. No such requirement holds for noch(te, P), noch
nicht(te, P) and nicht mehr(te, P).

The additional condition for schon(te, P), he argues, is the reason why:
(A-5)

There is a "division of labor" between schon(te, P) and
noch(te, P): Schon(te, P) can only be used in the time unit
immediately contiguous to the change, while noch(te, P) can be
used

in the rest of the phase

of P.

Although van der Auwera questions my central duality thesis, he does
not address the evidence I offered for that claim, namely the positive
duality tests such as in (9) above. Apparently he considers the data mis
judgements. He doesn't say so, however, so we don't know if he considers
the test itself invalid or the results of the test for the cases

I applied

it to.

In the following discussion, I will first refute van der Auwera's claim
(A-3) concerning the general extra meaning component of the four part
icles in the duality group. It follows that his explanation for the claim (A
2) is invalid (Section 3.2). There must be a different explanation for
the observed discrepancy between alreadylschon and finally/endlich. The
question

will be taken up again

in Section

4. In Section

I will discuss

3.3,

the connected claims (A-4) and (A-5). I will argue that the contiguity
claim (A-4) is (i) not carried out by the semantic representations van der
Auwera offers and (ii) not supported by the data. The 'division of labor'
claim will be refuted
that what

in the second

can be considered

half of the subsection.

the tenable

It then follows

part of van der Auwera's

analysis

does not differ significantly from my own account. In particular, the
analysis

he

presents

does

not

prove

his

central

claim

(A-l)

that al

ready/schon and still/noch are not duals.
3.2. Contrasts
For

the basic

type-S

uses

of schon/already,

van der Auwera

following analysis:
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"In agreement with Lobner and before himVandeweghe (1983)

(22)

I take

it that a semantic

already

that we

of the temporal
description
are discussing must refer to:

use of

(i) the time axis
(ii) the obtainment of a positive state resulting from a change
from a negative

state,

and

(iii) an alternative to the envisaged positive state (ii) obtaining
at a point

of time on the axis (i)" (p. 619)

This is actually amisrepresentation of my analysis, for I didn't distinguish
between

what

der Auwera

since van
(ii) and (iii). The point is important,
the
in
that
by stating
diagram
Figure 6 does not

he numbers
continues

represent17themeaning of schon/already.
...

...123456789

......................

......................

Figure 6. van der Auwera's diagram (16), p. 619.
Figure 6 is a somewhat simplified version of the diagram I gave in Figure
the same thing.18 Van der
1, but can be taken to represent
essentially
the
in not representing
considers
Auwera,
however,
picture
incomplete
state mentioned
in (iii). The picture, he says, applies both
the contrasting
to schon(te,

P) and endlich(te, P). For him, there are two different uses of
In the first use, the state at the
in type-S constructions.
schonlalready
state at an earlier
reference
time is contrasted with the (actual or possible)
In this case, the change is
time, i.e. with the preceding
negative
phase.
presented

as neither

present
terfactual

state obtains

this case,

early nor late. In the second use, the fact that the
at the reference
time is contrasted with the coun

at that time. In
state (still) obtaining
of the opposite
possibility
the change is relatively early. The two contrasts,
he argues, are

17

after the citation
Immediately
just given van der Auwera
goes on, "In further conformity
I represent
the Vandeweghe-Lobner
with diagram".
tradition
the meanings/uses
For
I used are illustrations,
to emphasize
that the diagrams
where
the meaning
my part, I want
with

representations are given by precise formulae with a well-defined semantics. Unfortunately,
van der Auwera

does

relate to my formal
18 For the moment
'chunks'

represented

not offer

other meaning

representations

but his diagrams,

analyses.
I will not

nor does

he

feature of discrete
time
the somewhat
dubious
yet discuss
in van der Auwera's
of numbers
by the succession
diagrams.
Argument

(A-3) does not really hinge on the underlying time ontology.
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...

.....................already/schon

A Nt

I

already/schon

Figure 7. van der Auwera's diagram (19), p. 621.

both built into the semantics of the particles, pragmaticallyll, however,
one contrast can be more prominent" (p. 622). He indicates the two types
of contrasts by the two arrows in Figure 7 (his (19), p. 621).
Let us take up this point before we continue

to follow van der Auwera's

argumentation. The particle schon imposes a phase quantification upon
the operand predication P(te), a view which van der Auwera obviously
doesn't

object

to. As

we

have

in Section

shown

2.4,

the effect

of

the

operation is a replacement of the original polarity contrast between P(te)
and not-P(te) by the contrast between
half of an admissible
first-not-P-then-P

of schon(te, P) is represented
te falls into the initial not-P phase

tic contrast
false:

te falling into the second or the first
interval. It follows that the seman
by the case of schon(te, P) being
of the admissible
interval. Let us

henceforth call the point of change simply 'X'. In principle, there are two
case: (i) "it" (viz. te) could be
to account for the contrasting
possibilities
earlier or (ii) the crucial change X might occur later, in fact, in the future
of te. To put it more formally:
(i)

We

take the time X as fixed and given; te, then, must be shifted
time, say t, in the preceding not-P interval in order

to an earlier

to yield the contrasting
condition. This scenario yields the first
contrast:
state expressed
the
of
actual
by schon(te, P) is
type
state at some time tc in the
contrasted with an earlier negative
not-P
(ii)

interval

te.
preceding
take the time te as fixed and given; then, X must
to a time later than te in order to yield the contrasting

We

be shifted
condition.

This (necessarily counterfactual) scenario yields the second type
of contrast mentioned

by van der Auwera.
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types of contrasts
But it also means

that both

of

the particles'.
in Figure
picture

are indeed

'built into the semantics

that adding the two arrows to the
in Figure 7, does not add any semantic

6, as is done

information. Consequently, if Figure 7 represents themeaning of schon
so

(t, P),

does

6. The

Figure

contrast

a counterfactual

with

case,

represented by the upward arrow in Figure 7 does not indicate an extra
but can be naturally derived
from the underlying
component
to define a contrast.
format as one of two options

meaning
semantic

There is, however, one important difference between my view and van
der Auwera's:

I assume

while

a case where

to construct

that the two contrasts

the sentence

would

are alternative

be false,

ways
van der Auwera

states that "Semantically, the two scenarios are always present together.
The positive state that already invokes is different both from a preceding
and from a counterfactual

one

negative

one"

negative

(p. 621). Now,

it

is trivially true that the positive state expressed by alreadylschon(te, P) is
different

always

from some counterfactual

negative

one.

It would

only be

impossible if P(te) were a logically necessary truth,which is ruled out by
the presupposition
of the sentence. The question
contrast
sense: can we
is true in a non-trivial
must

for a counterfactual

provide

contrast

is if this claim of a double
observe

that the context

of this kind whenever

already

in accordance

is used

If P(te) is
with, say, Grice's maxims?
schon(te, P)
true after itwasn't and the context rules out the possibility
that the change
occurs later than it actually did, is alreadylschon(te,
P) then false? Or at

least pragmatically infelicitous? I think this is clearly not the case. Imagine
everybody

is expecting

Peter

to arrive

in Madrid

by plane

at, say, 4.15

p.m. Everybody assumes, or even knows, that the flight is in time, that
Peter

is on board,

etc.

In such a context,

one would

be perfectly

entitled

to utter relevantly a sentence like (23).
(23)

Es ist jetzt zwanzig nach vier. Peter ist schon angekommen.
It's four twenty now. Peter

Since

this would

time of Peter's

be

has already

arrived.

in full agreement with context assumptions
and in fact exploiting
these assumptions,

arrival

as to the
there

is

no way to postulate a conversationally relevant contrast of type (ii).
rather than
like this show that the two contrasts are alternatives
Examples
a combination
pack.
in that only the second option (ii)
I agree with van der Auwera
While

would be described as rendering the expressed state and entailed change
'relatively early', I do not share the view that the first option simply
in both cases alreadylschon(te,
lacks such a component.
Rather
P) can be
a relatively
seen as expressing
that the fact that P(te) is true represents

as
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advanced state of affairs, or development, compared with the state of
affairs given if the sentence is false. If "it"were earlier, we wouldn't have
reached the advanced state P yet; ifX occurred later, we would still find
ourselves in the less advanced state not-P before an eventual change. I
argued inLobner (1989: 194ff) that this is the underlying meaning of all
temporal uses of alreadylschon.
Let me

add a point

here which

will be relevant

later. The

two ways

of

constructing a contrasting case are likewise given for the other three
elements of the duality group, in fact for all phase quantifiers in general.
No longer/nichtmehr is parallel to alreadylschon. For still/noch and not
yet/noch nicht, te is earlier than X. For the construction of a polarity
contrast,

we

have

to shift either

(i) te to a time after X,

or (ii) X

to a

time before te. These two particles express a state which is relatively
delayed. Therefore, no longerlnichtmehr indicates a relatively advanced
state of affairs in the same sense as alreadylschon does while stilllnoch
and not yet/noch nicht indicate a state of affairswhich is relatively delayed,
or late. This sense is not an additional meaning component but the very
meaning itself. One could say that already/schon simplymeans something
like 'earli-ly' (in the sense of 'Pobtains at te, and that's early'), stilllnoch
means 'late-ly', not yet/noch nicht 'earli-ly not', and not yet/noch nicht
'late-ly not'.
To sum up, if van der Auwera accepts the phase quantificational (part
of the) meaning of the particles, as he seems to do in the quotation in
(22) and in his diagram in Figure 6, there is no point in postulating any
of the two contrasts as an additionalmeaning component as done inFigure
7. However, the two contrasts do not, at least not necessarily, apply jointly
but represent alternatives. In this regard, Figure 7 iswrong.19
Let us now return to van der Auwera's argument. After establishing
in Figure 7, he claims that 'logically' there is a third
of contrast for a change from not-P to P: the change might also

the two contrasts
possibility

have occurred earlier, i.e. the change is relatively late. He illustrates this
case with Figure 8 (his diagram (21), p. 622).
The diagram in Figure 8, he claims, represents the meaning of finally
"I have now given an account
(or endlich, for that matter).
is not the dual of still.", he concludes.
it would
If already were a dual [of noch],
.
...still.
the semantics
not). But

(not

the discontinuation
only express
is more
Already's
complicated.

19What

for why already

of a negative
newly

state

obtaining

do not directly
that the existence
is the semantic
condition
all the diagrams
express
a preceding
is
rather
than
of
the
part
proper.
negative
proposition
phase
presupposed
to this part of my analysis.
I think, van der Auwera
doesn't
But,
object
of
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finally/endlich

Figure 8. van der Auwera's diagram (21), p. 622.
positive state is different from two negative ones, one that is anterior and one that is
counterfactually simultaneous. In the first case, the change is neither early nor late, in the
second it is early. Already furthermore excludes a third scenario, viz. the one inwhich the
change is late, this being the province of finally. (pp. 622 ff.)
As we

have

seen,

the first point

of the statement

is wrong.

Neither

al

readylschon nor any of the other three particles expresses amere discon
tinuation (or continuation, in the case of still/noch and not yet/noch nicht);
they all convey a sense of relative advance or delay, this not being a
matter of amore complicated semantics. Furthermore, the counterfactual
scenario is only one of two alternatives and need not necessarily apply.
the second

Hence,

part of the argument

is invalid:

if the counterfactual

condition is not necessary, it cannot be responsible for generally excluding
the finallylendlich scenario in case already/schon(te, P) is true.As we will
see in Section 4.3, already/schon turnsout to be logically compatible with,
in fact logically entailed by, finallylendlich. Whatever it iswhich makes
already/schon and finallylendlich appear incompatible, it's not a logical
contradiction.
We

can conclude

that is in agreement

that, so far, the part of van der Auwera's
analysis
with the data amounts to essentially
the same as my

approach. His claim (A-3) concerning the counterfactual contrast as an
additional

meaning

component

is wrong

if it is to be

taken

literally

as

demanding the simultaneous presence of both contrasts; it is void if this
condition

is abandoned.

uniform

semantic analysis automatically

relationships

I postulate.

So far,
If van

then,

all four particles

der Auwera

would

receive

a

resulting in the duality
wants

to show

that al

readylschon is not the dual of still/noch, he must present an analysis of
alreadylschon which is different from mine and/or from the analysis of
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the 'contiguity

require

turn now.

3.3. The Contiguity Requirement
of the meaning
offers a description
First, van der Auwera
the form of his diagram (23) (p. 624) shown here in Figure
...

in

...

123456789

^

+t-,~~~
..............

of not yet
9.

...........

..

notyet/noch nicht
...............

Figure 9. van der Auwera's diagram (23), p. 624.
A

dotted

in his diagrams
"stands for an indefinite continuation,
at all to eternal continuation"
(p. 619). By inserting
interval between
the point of change and the shaded area
line

from no continuation
the dotted

for the truth of not yet/noch
nicht(te, P), he intends to indicate
not be contiguous
and
need
to the point
within
it
area,
te,
of change X. Later he will posit that noch(te, P) and nicht mehr(te, P) are
like noch nicht(te, P): they both allow for an interval of unspecified
length
relevant

that the shaded

te and X.20
a crucial point of his argumentation
feature of his analysis becomes
he
no
such
interval is allowed
in the case of
since,
insists,
intervening
where
the
shaded
area
is
(cf. Figure 7,
alreadylschon
immediately
contigu

between
This

to X). He postulates
that in the case of alreadylschon(te,
P) te must
the change of state" (p. 626).
be "in a time chunk immediately
following
he claims, schon/already
is set apart from the other three particles
Hence,
ous

by a 'contiguity requirement'.
Van
be

der Auwera

nonetheless,
20

admits

Cf.

van

discussion

immediately
"is not characterized

der Auwera's
of German

(26), p.
nicht mehr.

already we have to
the
following
change of state" which,
for length" is "fairly controversial"
(all

that the claim

in a time chunk

625

for still/noch

that "with

and

(33),

p. 628,

and
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quotes p. 626). Indeed, two objections can be raised against this view.
First, the contiguity feature of the meaning description of already schon
and not yetlnoch nicht is not carried out by his meaning representations.
The interval represented by the dotted line may mean "no continuation
it may
in other words,
is not specified

at all",
shaded

interval

be absent.
and we

of the
the extension
Second,
do not know the position
of te

within it. Even if the shaded intervalwere contiguous to X, there could
be an arbitrary distance between te and X. Consequently, the diagrams
inFigure 7 (schonlalready) and Figure 9 (noch nichtlnot yet) would repre
sent the same

state of affairs with

or without

the dotted

line between

X

is no real difference
between
the structuring
area. There
line given here and the simple structure of a phase of not
at a point in time earlier than te followed by a potential negative

and the shaded
of the bottom
P starting

phase (as inmy diagram in Figure 1).
But

let us assume

for the sake of his argument

that van der Auwera

is

right in positing the contiguity requirement for schonlalready and just did
not represent his analysis properly. If the contiguity requirement were a
it would follow from (A-4) that schon(te, P) is
condition,
if the phase of not-P has ended, P(te) is true, but te is in a time

'hard' semantic
false

chunk not contiguous to X. No longerlnicht mehr(te, not-P), however,
would be true, since contiguity is explicitly (p. 628f) not required for the
such a case. (Van der Auwera
latter particle. So let us try to construct
does not provide such evidence nor does he offer any positive or

himself

negative criterion for contiguity.) Let us assume that (24a) is true and
that te is not contiguous

to the change.

This

could

reasonably

be expressed

by adding schon lange21 (approximately 'already for a long time') as is
done in (24b):
(24)a.
b.

sie ist nicht mehr

da

she's no longer there
sie ist schon lange nicht mehr

da

(approx.) she's been no longer here for a long time already
Now consider (25a), assuming that weg sein ('be gone') may pass as a
boolean opposite of da sein, just for the sake of my argument.
(25)a.

sie ist schon weg
she's already gone

For me, it's true, but you may not be convinced. Now, the crucial adverbial
cannot be inserted into (25a) - the result, sie ist schon
of noncontiguity
21

This

is a regular

type-F

use of schon

focusing

on an adverb

of duration.
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lange schon weg, would be awkward, probably for stylistic reasons. It can
however

be added

(25)b.

in a second

clause

as in (25b):

sie ist schon weg, und zwar schon lange
she's already

and has been

gone

for a long time

This sentence is perfectly acceptable and it is true under the circumstances
assumed.

The

und

expression

zwar

is a means

of precisification

which

lacks the power of coercing a different meaning of the foregoing, but
serves to add information and thereby narrow down itsmeaning. There
fore, the full acceptability of constructions like (25b) shows that themean
ing of alreadylschon is compatible with explicitly indicated noncontiguity.
The sense of contiguity conveyed by alreadylschon in simple sentences
such as (25a) - when

taken

in isolation

- turns out a mere

conversational

implicature (whichwe described above in Section 2.4). It doesn't survive
in adversary contexts.
Let me

add the observation

that there

is not

the slightest

difference

in

acceptability of such adverbials among the four particles: (25b) and the
three variants in (26) are equally acceptable:
(26)a.
b.
c.

sie ist nicht mehr

da, und zwar schon lange
sie ist noch da, und zwar noch lange
sie ist noch nicht da, und zwar noch lange nicht

To complete the picture, one might observe that the four particles are
also uniform in allowing the specification of a short interval between te
and X:
(27)a.

sie ist schon da, aber erst seit kurzem
she's already there, but has only been

there for a short time

da, aber erst seit kurzem
she isn't there anymore, but it hasn't been

b.

sie ist nicht mehr

c.

sie ist noch da, aber nur noch kurz
she's still there, but won't be for long
sie ist noch nicht da, aber nur noch kurz
she isn't there yet, but it won't be long

d.

for long

Thus, all four particles prove semantically perfectly neutral with respect
to the distance

between

between

schon

and

Auwera's

claim

(A-4)

te and X.

the other

In particular,
there is no difference
in this regard. Van der
three particles

is wrong.22

22
Michaelis (1996), too, argues against this feature of van der Auwera's analysis, to which
she refers as "the presupposition of early eventuation (using the term presupposition in a
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= area lexicalizable by already

I

i = area lexicalizable

by still

Figure 10. Van der Auwera's diagram (32), p. 627 "division of labor".

On the basis of the alleged restriction of alreadylschon(te, P) to changes
a "division of
next postulates
te, van der Auwera
immediately
preceding
illustrated by his
labor between
still and already"
(his argument A-5),
diagram (32) on p. 627, shown in Figure 10.
in the
use of the "division of labor" metaphor
that, in a domain of tasks which could in principle
be taken over by either of two parties, one of them takes care of one part
of the tasks and the other of the remaining ones. If this interpretation
is
I take van der Auwera's

sense

that he means

in three regards. First, the "lexicalizability"
correct, his view is mistaken
- an inappropriate
- of schon(te, P) and noch(te, P)
term in this connection
on the basis of the full range of possible
would have to be determined
operands

are cases, however,
that are not covered by the three
in van der Auwera's
If P is an irreversible
state
diagram.

P. There

phase setting
such as expressed
of not-P followed

by I am old, the maximal multiphase
setting is a phase
since the
by a phase of P. This setting out still/noch
states such
can not be raised. Conversely,
for irrepeatible

point it makes
to a phase
as expressed
the maximal
setting is restricted
by I am young,
of P followed by one of not-P, resulting in the exclusion of alreadylschon
failure. Thus, the question of division of labour doesn't
by presupposition
arise

one of the parties
for the phase ordering

in these cases because

Second,
and its text

if P allows

lacks a work
assumed

permit.
here, the picture
are incompatible.

suggest that schon(te, P) and noch(te, P)
at a
the case. Consider,
e.g., a situation when you're waiting
red traffic light. If the traffic light is working,
(28a) and (28b) are true,
to the truth conditions
both intuitively
and according
given in (10) and

This

is not

(12):
different sense than I). She gives several attested examples (p. 483) of type-S already where
relative

earliness

in the sense meant

by van der Auwera

doesn't

play

a role.
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die Ampel ist schon rot
the traffic light is already red
die Ampel
ist noch rot
the traffic light is still red

the area

"lexicalizable

by

covers

already",

the whole

positive

interval, overlapping with the interval for still except for its very beginning.
It is true that still/noch

cannot

be used at the very beginning

of the positive

phase, but it is definitely not true that alreadylschon can only be used
where still/noch can't.
Third, the use of the term lexicalizable confuses truth and applicability.
Independent of the truth value of the resulting proposition, the particles
can be applied, e.g. in questions, if and only if their respective presupposi
tions are fulfilled.
P2, and P3. When

Let us call the three phases in Figure 10 and below P1,
we consider
the full ranges of applicability
for the four

particles, the alleged difference dissolves: already/schon and not yet/noch
in the whole
nicht are applicable
interval consisting of P1 and P2, except
or 'first time chunk', of P1. Still/noch
for the beginning,
and no longer
in the whole
nicht mehr are applicable
interval consisting
of P2 and P3,
P2.
for
the
of
The
of
the range of
beginning
except
picture
complete
of

applicability

the

three

in a three

particles

phase

setting

is given

in

Figure 11.
noch nicht / schon
A

A

/ihtom
_P1

e

h
noch /nicht mehr

Figure

11.

Intervals

of applicability

for schon/noch

The picture illustrates that, contrary
are alike in being applicable
particles
excluding

its very beginning.

nicht

and noch/nicht

mehr.

to van der Auwera's

(A-4), all four
to a full two-phase
interval only
In concentrating
on the cases of truth, instead

of applicability, of schon/already and nochlstill (only) and thus focusing
on phase
somehow
As

P2 alone,

he evoked

the impression
that the phase would
the
two
partitioned
by
particles.
the use of phase quantifiers
under normal
already mentioned,
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noch nicht

noch

mehr

"schon ||nicht
Figure

12. Times

of

increased

relevance

cumstances

the conversational
conveys
that reason, schon(te, P) normally

For

for the use of

the particles.

that te is close to X.
implicature
the sense that the change

conveys

has just happened. This holds analogously for the three other particles:
noch(te, P) and noch nicht(te, P) convey the sense that a change is immi
nent and nicht mehr(te, P) triggers the implicature that the change happ
to X
recently. Closeness
an operator which
focuses on
ened

not-P

and P. But

seen

in connection

is just the best guess for a motive
to use
or actual transition between
the possible

can be ruled out by context as we have
this assumption
in (25b) an (26). Again,
with the examples
there is no
between
schon and the other three particles. Let me illustrate
difference
the tendency of the particles the diagram in Figure 12, in which the dashed
to indicate the prominent
circles are meant
times of particular
relevance.
If one wants to see the relationship between schon and noch as a division

of labour,

then one might

say that schon

is for the perspective

determined

by the negative presupposition (i.e. the first-not-P-then-P perspective)
one: namely the confirmation
noch is for the opposite
of P against
the respective background.
But this statement would be nothing else but
a reformulation
of what van der Auwera
rejects: the duality of schon and

what

noch.
Let me

conclude

the section with

a remark

the expression
schon
argument
concerning
Auwera
states that "the addition of inchoative

a last, though minor,
nicht mehr(te, P). Van der
about

schon makes contiguity
[of
der
van
nicht mehr, S.L.] obligatory"
that
Auwera
(p. 629). (Remember
for nicht mehr.) For him, the existence
requirement
posits no contiguity
of

the form

is problematic

for the duality

hypothesis,

which

entails

that

schon nicht mehr(te, P) and nicht mehr(te, P) are logically equivalent (p.
of the two expressions,
630). As he is arguing for logical non-equivalence
he sees his argumentation
confirmed:
schon adds to the neutral expression

nicht mehr the contiguity condition.
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My answer to the argument is this: The two expressions are, indeed,
logically equivalent, but not pragmatically. Nicht mehr(te, P) focuses on
the contrast between not-P and P around the point X and thereby triggers
the implicature justmentioned, narrowing down the interval of particular
relevance. Schon nichtmehr(te, P), however, constructs a contrast between
noch(te, P) and nichtmehr(te, P). The construction inherits the pragmatic
narrowing from the embedded nicht mehr(te, P) and adds to it a second
narrowing triggered by schon.
To

sum up, van der Auwera

fails to establish

an analysis

of the four

particles that reflects and proves his claim that schon is not the dual
of noch. What remains, however, is the intriguing fact of the apparent
incompatibility of alreadylschon and finallylendlich as illustrated by the
data in (18), (19) and (20)/(20').

4.

ENDLICH

As we already saw in Section 3.2, the sense of 'relative earliness' encoded
in the meaning

of schon must

be different

from

the sense

of

'relative

lateness' expressed by endlich. The sense of a relatively advanced state of
affairs observable with alreadylschon immediately derives from, or more
precisely, is, its phase quantifiermeaning. In this section, Iwill first show
inwhich sense endlich expresses a relatively late change. Iwill argue that
endlich has an extrapropositional expressive meaning component convey
ing a subjective attitude, whereas no such meaning component can be
found with schonlalready (Section 4.1). In Section 4.2, I will determine
the propositional, or descriptive, meaning component of endlich. As it
turnsout, the particle forms a duality group with noch immer, noch immer
nicht and endlich nicht mehr at the level of descriptive meaning.
The logical relationship between endlich/finally and schon/already will
receive

a closer

look

in Section

4.3.

I will

argue,

on

the basis

of

the

preceding analyses, that endlichlfinally not only does not logically contra
dict schonlalready but, in fact, logically entails it.The apparent incompati
bility in cases like (18)/(19) - Peter is already/finally inMadrid - can be
accounted for in terms of a conflict in foregrounding (Section 4.4). The
also yields an explanation
for the cases in which the two particles
are not in conflict. The result is not only a refutation of van der Auwera's
argument but sheds some new light on the duality group of schon, as will
account

be shown

in Section

4.5.
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4.1. The Expressive Meaning of endlich
According to van der Auwera's claim (A-2a) above, finally means that
the change into the positive state has happened "relatively late", while
already expresses that it happened "relatively early".We have seen in the
last section in which sense the latter part of the claim is true: the case
expressed by alreadylschon(te, P) is contrasted with the possibility that the
change has not yet happened. Finally, however, and German endlich,
express relative lateness in a different sense: the particles convey the sense
that it has taken a long time, in fact too long, until the change happened

(cf. the synonym at long last in English). There was an undesirable delay
and that has ended now.

(Note that the sense that something has gone to
is immediately
reflected in the morphological
form of the English
and the German particle, as well as in the cases of Dutch eindelijk, French

an end

enfin, Russian nakonec or Hungarian vegre, to cite just a few examples).
For instance, (19) - Peter is finally inMadrid - ismost appropriate if
Peter's

travel took more

time than usual, or if Peter postponed

his arrival.

Furthermore, the evaluation of the time it took until the change happened
is clearly
uttering

subjective: what I convey
(19) is that for me it took

by using finally in the sense of endlich
too much time for Peter to arrive.23

Lyons (1977: 50ff and 1995: 64f) draws a distinction between descriptive
(or propositional) meaning and other, independent, meaning components
such as social and expressive meaning. The descriptive meaning compo
nent

is what

is responsible

for, and to a certain

degree

captured

by,

the

truth conditions of a sentence. Expressive meaning serves the immediate
expression, rather than the description, of personal feelings, preferences
or sensations. Some expressions possess merely expressive meaning, e.g.
interjections like ouch or shit or adverbs like fortunately; others possess
both a descriptive and an expressive meaning component. Examples for
this type are epithets or euphemistic expressions. The noun bastard, in its
epithet meaning, has the descriptive content 'person' plus the expressive
quality of a subjective negative evaluation.
Expressive meaning is extrapropositional. If I say
(29)a.

some bastard

has parked

his car on my

lawn,

the propositional meaning is just 'someone has parked his car on my
lawn'

to which

I add my

personal

evaluation

of the person.

To

see

the

23
need not be related
to the speaker but may be shifted to
Expressive
meaning
component
or present.
If I say 'So you are finally ready',
other subjects,
either mentioned
I can either
or adopt the addressee's
evaluation
it or
view,
express my own subjective
personal
sharing
not.
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extrapropositionality of this part of themeaning, consider what happens
to itwhen it is embedded in a context of propositional attitude:
(29)b.

Fm angry because some bastard has parked his car on my lawn

The expressive part of themeaning evades the scope of the embedding.
The fact that the person is a bastard, tome, is not part of what is annoying
rather

me,

that person

is a bastard

to me

because

his parking

his car there

is annoyingme.
Endlich, now, is one of those expressions with both a descriptive and
an expressive meaning component. The descriptive meaning of endlich
(te, P)

is that

the

state P has

set

in after

a long

time;

the expressive

meaning consists in the negative evaluation of the delay.
Vandeweghe (1992), who is arguing against van der Auwera's criticism
of the duality hypothesis (in his earlier paper, van der Auwera 1991)
along

similar

lines, uses

the same kind of test for a demonstration

of the

extrapropositionality of the subjective evaluation contained in themeaning
of finallyleindelijk/endlich. If the particle occurs in a clause embedded in
an appropriate context of propositional attitude, the subjective evaluation
evades the embedding:
(30)a.

when he was told that theproblem was finally solved, thepro
fessor was deeply satisfied

The most probable interpretation of the sentence will construct a causal
link between the temporal clause and themain clause. Obviously, here,
that it took such
it is not part of the cause of the professor's
satisfaction
a long time to solve the problem. Rather he is to be assumed to be satisfied

although the solution came up so late.What finally adds to the sentence
is the expression of a subjective negative attitude towards the delay of the
solution of the problem. We will tend to attribute the attitude to the
professor,
between

causal link
and since, we then obtain a direct mutual
whence,
satisfaction with the solution
the attitude and the protagonist's

of the problem.
When we compare alreadylschon to finallylendlich, it becomes obvious
that the notion of relative earliness conveyed by alreadylschon is not of
that kind:
(30)b.

when he was told that the problem was already solved, the
professor was deeply satisfied

is already solved instead of yet being
the fact that the problem
Here,
The sense
can only be taken to be the cause of his satisfaction.
unsolved
of the
involved here is part of the propositional
of earliness
meaning
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embedded sentence. According to the analysis I offer, this iswhat is to
be expected since the source of the sense is the polarity contrast of the
sentence.

The expressive meaning component of finallylendlich is the cause of
another effect which sets it apart from already/schon: Since the time it
took for the state to come about is subjectively judged as too long, the
use of finally/endlich(te, P) conversationally implicates a preference for
the resulting state P itself. The presence of a subjective preference can be
tested by embedding endlich(te,P) into contexts which propositionally
express such a positive or negative attitude to thematter:
(31)a. ??es argertmich, daB du endlich da bist
??I'm angry that you're finally here
es freut mich,

b.

daB du endlich

da bist

I'm glad that you are finally here
If we relate the expressive quality of the particle to the utterer, (31a) is
odd due to the obvious conflict between the explicit state of mind described
in themain clause and the implicit negative evaluation by the same psycho
logical subject. In (31b), the two attitudes match.
Application of the latter test to schon proves that no such positive or
negative subjective preference is involved here. Both (32a) and (32b) are
perfectly acceptable:
es argertmich, daB du schon da bist
I'm angry that you're already here

(32)a.
b.

es freut mich,

daB du schon da bist

I'm glad you're already here
Thus schon (and certainly already likewise) does not have an expressive
meaning component. Already schon and finallylendlich are not on a par,
contrary to what van der Auwera claims, at least implicitly, in (A-2b).24
What we have not assessed so far is the descriptive meaning component
of endlich.

24

This will

be analyzed

in the next

subsection.

As we will

the scope of interrogatives
add at this point that endlich also evades
might
I do not request
that the addressee
If I say 'Geh endlich weg!',
produce

We

tives.

see,

or impera
a long delay

before going away - on the contrary! Likewise, the question 'Ist er endlich weg?' expresses,
rather than questions, the negative attitude conveyed by endlich. Again, schon is different.
The

tests we

duality

used

in Section

2.3

show

that

the meaning

of

the particle

is part of

the

proposition in interrogative sentences. In imperative sentences with command meaning,
schon
(ruhig)

has

an

schon

idiomatic
weg means

but taken
adding a sense of urgency,
meaning,
that addressee
may go away now rather than

as a permission
later.
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endlich is amember of a new duality group independent of the schon-noch
group.

4.2. The Descriptive Meaning of endlich and ItsDuality Group
I agree with van der Auwera in assuming that endlich(te, P) entails nicht
mehr(te, not-P). A previous state of not-P is presupposed and is expressed
to have ended. In order to decide what the proper presupposition of
endlich(te,P) is,we have to determine its propositional negation and look
which conditions it shares with the positive case.
While the expressive meaning component (necessarily) evades negation,
there is, nevertheless, a proper negation of the propositional part of the
meaning of endlich(te,P), namely the construction noch immer nicht
(te, p).25 This can be demonstrated by the perfect match of the following
question-answer

pairs:

Ist sie endlich weg? - Nein, noch immernicht.
Is she finally gone? - No, she still isn't gone.

(33)a.
b.

Ist sie immer noch nicht weg?

- Doch,

sie ist endlich weg.

Is she still not gone? - Oh yes, she's finally gone.
Obviously, endlich(te, P) and noch immernicht(te, P) share the presupposi
tion of a long phase of not-P before te. That iswhat distinguishes noch
immer nicht from simple noch nicht. The presupposition is part of the
and not

meaning

propositional

as can be checked

expressive26

with

the

tests used for endlich. If I state, e.g.,
(34)

I express

als er erfuhr, daB das Problem noch immer nicht gelost war,
war der Professor zutiefst befriedigt
when he was told that the problem had still not been solved,
the professor was deeply satisfied
that, after a long time,

the problem

still remains

unsolved

and

25
The variant immer noch nicht is fully synonymous.The component immer,which carries
the accent
like

in both

'repeatedly'.

variants,
It occurs

doesn't

mean

in a similar

'always' as it usually does,
sense in a number
of other

but

roughly

particle

something

combinations,

such as schon immer ('always (up to now)'), immerwieder ('again and again'), or with a
comparative

as in immer mehr

('more

and more/ever

more').

Let me

note

that schon

immer

is not the dual of noch immer. Schon immerhas a perfect subnegation counterpart noch nie,
which is the suppletive negation of schon (ein)mal. A negation counterpart of schon immer
seems not to exist. Thus, schon immer, noch nie and schon (ein)mal are threemembers of
a defective duality group.
26
A

but

negative
personal
this requires extra,

the delay can be
of expression.

evaluation

of

non-lexical

means

easily

put

into noch
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that this contributes to the professor's satisfaction. Similarly, noch immer
nicht can be embedded in contexts expressing propositionally either
positive or negative attitudes:
(35)a.
b.

es argertmich, daB du noch immer nicht aufgegeben hast
I'm angry that you still haven't given up
es freutmich, daB du noch immer nicht aufgegeben hast
I'm glad that you still haven't given up

As a result, the following joint semantic analysis applies to endlich and
noch immer nicht:
(36)

The meaning of endlich(te,P) and noch immernicht(te,P): truth
conditions
a. Both endlich(te,P) and noch immer nicht(te, P) trigger the
presupposition that there is a phase of not-P starting long
before
not-P

te, and that up to te at most
and P has occurred.

one

change

between

b. Endlich(te, P) is true, and noch immer nicht(te, P) is false,
iff the presupposition in (a) is fulfilled and P(te) is true.
c. Endlich(te, P) is false, and noch immer nicht(te, P) is true,
iff the presupposition in (a) is fulfilled and P(te) is false.
expressivemeaning
In using endlich(te,P), but not in using noch immer nicht
(te,P), the delay of P is presented as undesirable.
Now, noch immernicht(te, P) obviously is the subnegation of noch immer
(te,P) and there is a subnegation correlate for endlich(te,P), too, namely
endlich nicht mehr(te, P), which expresses the same as endlich(te,P), in
cluding the expressive component, for not-P instead of P. This results in
the semantic description in (37):
(37)

The meaning of noch immer(t,,P) and endlich nicht mehr(t, P):
truth conditions
a. Both noch immer(te,P) and endlich nichtmehr(te, P) trigger
the presupposition that there is a phase of P starting long
before
not-P

te, and that up to te at most
and P has occurred.

one

change

between

b. Noch immer(te,P) is true, and endlich nicht mehr(te, P) is
false, IFFthe presupposition in (a) is fulfilled and P(te) is
true.

c. Noch immer(te,P) is false, and endlich nicht mehr(te, P) is
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true, IFFthe presupposition in (a) is fulfilled and P(te) is
false.
expressivemeaning
In using endlich nicht mehr(te, P), but not in using noch
immer(te,P), the delay of not-P is presented as undesirable.
Thus, endlich, noch immer, endlich nicht mehr and noch immer nicht for the descriptive part of their meaning - form the complete duality
group shown in Figure 13 (the mark e indicates the extra expressive
meaning component of endlich and endlich nicht mehr).
eendlickh(, P)

NEGATION

noch immernicht(teP)

noch immer(te,P)

DUAL---

--

NEGATION

SUBNEGATION

--

----

DUAL

eendlich nicht mehr(te,P)

Figure 13. The duality group of endlich and noch immer.

It follows from the truth conditions given in (10)/(12) for the schon
group and in (36)/(37) for the endlich group that each of the forms in
Figure 13 logically entails the respective form of the schon(te, P) group.
far as I can see, this is uncontroversial
for the entailments
immer = noch,
endlich
nicht mehr = nicht mehr
and noch
nicht = noch nicht. Van der Auwera
denies
that endlich entails

As

stating

even

a contradiction

between

them. We

will

now

noch
immer

schon,
turn to that

question.

4.3. The Logical Relationship between endlich and schon
Let us first consider the stronger claim (A-2b) that finallylendlich excludes
Van der Auwera
already/schon.
in the sense of logical exclusion,

'exclude'
appears to imply that he means
in connection
since he uses the argument

with a truth-conditionalmeaning description and on a par with (logical)
'entailment'.

If that

is meant,

the relation

between

schon

and endlich

would be symmetric: theywould be mutually excluding. There are several
possible

tests

for mutual

exclusion.

One

would

be

to check
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sentences enter schemes of contradiction such as pairs of question with
negative answer. Let us apply this test:
(38)a.

Ist Peter schon inMadrid? - Nein, er ist endlich inMadrid.

(38a) is not possible with the relevant unmarked intonation of endlich
(te,P) and schon(te, P), i.e. the intonation one would apply to the original
sentences in (18G) and (19G) above. Rather (38a) requires the special
contrastive accent on endlich which yields a reading of metalinguistic
negation of the first sentence. Since metalinguistic negation may relate to
a contrast on any linguistic level (itmay, e.g., be used to express any kind
of inappropriateness of the expression in focus), the possibility of (38a)
does not prove a logical contradiction between the two sentences. To see
the point more clearly, compare the pair with the one in (38b) with noch
nicht in the place of endlich. Here both sentences match when given their
natural, unmarked intonation:
Ist Peter

(38)b.

schon

inMadrid?

- Nein,

er ist noch nicht

inMadrid.

A second test would be to check if endlich(te,P) entails the negation of
schon(te, P), since logical exclusion is equivalent to entailment of the
negation. This would mean that (39a) entails the falsity of the correspond
ing schon sentence (39c), i.e. the truth of noch nicht(te, P) in (39b):27
(39)a.

Peter ist endlich inMadrid

b.

Peter

ist noch nicht

c.

Peter

ist schon

inMadrid

inMadrid

The entailment is obviously not valid. And more than that: (39b)
logically contradicts (39a). In other words, the falsity of schon entails the
falsity of endlich, or to put it positively: endlich entails schon. Of van der
Auwera's claims in (A-2), not even theweakest one - thatfinallylendlich
didn't entail alreadylschon - is true. Endlich(te, P) can only be said if a
previous

phase

of not-P

has

ended

and P prevails

at te. Under

these

conditions, schon(te, P) is inevitably true. The only observation to be
made is that the contrast of type (ii) is ruled out then (if we relate both
sentences to the same speaker) while the alternative (i) remains. As a
result, van der Auwera's finally argument against the duality analysis
breaks

down,

too. Since

the entailment

is shown

to be innocuous,

it cannot

provide counterevidence against the duality approach.
The result that finallylendlich entails alreadylschon is a natural conse
27

Van

der Auwera,

of course,

rejects

the complementarity

of

(39)b

and c. But,

seen, his arguments are inconclusive.
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quence of our analyses. The logical relationship between two expressions is
per definition amatter which exclusively concerns the descriptive meaning
component. Thus the crucial part of the meaning of finally/endlich, its
expressive component, doesn't play a role in this connection. One should
expect, however, that if someone has a motive to express themself using
endlich as in (39a), the same person in the same situation might find it
inappropriate to use the schon variant (39c) instead. Itwouldn't make a
difference as to the relevant facts and hence wouldn't mean that the two
sentences could not both be used. But itwould mean a difference in the
subjective attitude of the utterer towards these facts. Suppose, John and
Mary have both been waiting for Peter's arrival atMadrid, Mary eagerly
so, while John is indifferent. After Peter's arrival,Mary might prefer to
describe the situation by (39a)while John (andMary, too, for thatmatter)
would be perfectly entitled to utter (39c). A further confirmation of this
view must be seen in the fact that nicht mehr(te, P), which conveys the
same sense of relative earliness as schon(te, P), can be perfectly combined
with endlich (see Section 4.5).
4.4. The Nature of the Incompatibility of endlich and schon
After having assessed the question of logical entailment and the presence,
or absence, of an expressive meaning component, there still remains the
intuition that there is some sort of conflict between endlich and schon.
This ismost apparent in the fact that the two particles seem to resist joint
application in the same sentence. If the only difference between the two
particles consisted in the fact that themeaning of endlich ismore specific
than the one of schon (both in its presupposition of a long phase of not
P before te and in the existence of the expressive meaning component),
we would expect the combination of endlich and schon to cause a feeling of
redundancy rather than of conflict. There must be more to the difference
between the particles.
Let us, then,

take a closer

look at the data.

In simple declarative

type

S sentences, endlich and schon are not a very felicitous combination,
though the felicity depends on the syntactic position of the particles:
(40)a.

wir sind endlich schon zu Hause
we

b.

are finally already home
endlich sind wir schon zu Hause

c.

wir sind schon

endlich

zu Hause

(40a) is not good, while (40b) is better and (40c) is quite passable, if
not downright acceptable. One condition appears to be that endlich in
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connection with type-S schon becomes more acceptable the greater its
distance is from schon. Thus, (41), an example also used by van der
Auwera (fn. 3, p. 623) in its English version, is acceptable:
ich habe schon alleWeihnachtsgeschenke gekauft - endlich
I've already bought allmy Christmas presents - finally.

(41)

However, as van der Auwera rightly states, there is a sense of correction,
or of irony,

to the addition
with

Contrasting

of endlich

the data of conflict

as a coda
between

to the sentence.
the two particles

are other

data, not mentioned by van der Auwera, where the particles can clearly
be combined within the same sentence or even be in a perfect match. (42)
is a first example of the kind. Imagine a situation where Mary is longing
to see John; shemight then say to him (if she chose to speak German):
schon am Dienstag konnen wir uns endlich sehen

(42)

as early as Tuesday,

we can finally meet

(42) represents a different type of use of schon: type Tpf with schon
focusing on a time adverbial in a perfective sentence.28 Schon here conveys
the same

of relative

sense

earliness

as in its other

uses.

But

it operates

on its focus am Dienstag while endlich is related to the topic component
konnen

wir uns sehen.

A second type of construction where both particles are perfectly combi
nable are embedded or unembedded counterfactual desideratives:
(43)a.

ich ware froh, wenn wir endlich schon zu Hause wdren
I would

b.

Wenn

be glad if we finally were home already
wir doch endlich schon zu Hause waren!

if only we were already finally home
Here, schon and endlich are used immediately adjacently with the same
in a type-S

operand

construction.

Note

that

the result

of merging

the

original examples (18)/(19) would be good, too, in that kind of construc
tion:
ich ware froh, wenn Peter endlich schon inMadrid wire

(43)c.
The

I want

explanation

to propose

for the complex

data

is one

in terms

of foregrounding or emphasis. Syntactically, endlich(te,P) focuses on, and
therefore foregrounds, P. The expressive part of itsmeaning, however,
28 I take konnen
construction.

here

If schon

as a modal
is taken

not affecting
the aspect of the perfective
schon
auxiliary
the type of use would
be
to have scope over the auxiliary,

Tipf.
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emphasizes the preceding phase of not-P the ending of which iswelcomed.
(Note that this is in accordance with the 'literalmeaning' of the particle.)
I take it that an expressive meaning component apparently outweighs or
overwrites the foregrounding on the propositional level, resulting in a
foregrounding of the object of the emotional evaluation, in this case the
preceding negative phase.
The construction schon(te, P), in contrast, being fully propositional,
foregrounds P, which is the focus of the construction in the syntactic sense
as well as in the semantic sense (since it contains the polarity focus of the
sentence). Therefore, the application of both schon and endlich to the
same operand is normally infelicitous as it results in a conflict of fore
grounding. In fact, the respective foregrounds not-P and P are not only
different, but represent different polarities of the same operand. This
accounts for the apparent clash between (18) and (19) and for the reduced
acceptability of the simple type-S cases in (40).
The hypothesis also allows an explanation of the data where the combi
nation of the particles is acceptable. In
ich habe schon alleWeihnachtsgeschenke gekauft - endlich

[(41)]

the break before endlich can be interpreted as allowing for (or marking,
for thatmatter) a shift in the arrangement of foreground and background.
In
[(42)]
there

schon am Dienstag konnen wir uns endlich sehen

is no clash at all between

what

is foregrounded

by the two particles.

Schon foregrounds its focus am Dienstag, while endlich, syntactically ap
plying to the topic konnen wir uns sehen, foregrounds the phase where
'we' could not yet see each other.
In (43a) and (43b)
ich ware froh, wenn wir endlich schon zu Hause wdren
be glad if we finally were home already
b. Wenn wir doch endlich schon zu Hause wdren!

[(43)]a.

I would

If only we were already finally home
The use of the subjunctive conversationally implicates, if not semantically
presupposes, the opposite polarity of wir sind schon zu Hause, i.e. wir
sind noch nicht zu Hause, hence emphasizing, and foregrounding, the
opposite state obtaining before the state expressed becomes true. Ob
viously, here again the foregrounding by the expressive device of mood
cancels the foregrounding provided by the propositional structure of the
sentence. The phase foregrounded by the subjunctive schon construction
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is, thus, the same as the one foregrounded by endlich (note that the
expressive meaning component, again, applies independently of the sen
tence mood). Furthermore, as Markus Egg (personal communication)
pointed out to me, in these types of construction, the subjective prefer
ences expressed by endlich on the one hand, and the desiderative em
bedding on the other, perfectly match: the desiderative subjunctive ex
presses thewish that the state described come about, and the addition of
endlich results in the same.

4.5.

The Duality

Group

of schon

in a New Light

A last point remains to be discussed: the fact that in plain type-S uses
nicht mehr, the subnegation counterpart of schon can be combined with
endlich to form the combination endlich nicht mehr, which constitutes the
subnegation of endlich (cf. Section 4.2). The explanation is that nicht
mehr(te, P), like schon(te, P), foregrounds P, since it expresses the change
to not-P in terms of a discontinuation ('nichtmehr'/'no more, no longer')
of the preceding positive phase. Endlich syntactically applies not to P but
to nicht mehr(te, P), which expresses a state of not-P. Following its logic
of foregrounding, it hence foregrounds the state preceding 'nicht
mehr(te,

P)',

i.e. the phase

of P which

has now

ended.

As

a result,

both

endlich and nicht mehr foreground the same, namely the preceding phase
of P.

The result about the foregrounding properties of schon(te, P) and nicht
mehr(te, P) - that both foreground the positive phase of P within the
admissible intervals - raises the question if the remaining two particles
do

the same. The

answer

is easily

assessed

for noch(te,

P):

it too fore

grounds the positive phase. It is also true for noch nicht(te, P): the latter
describes the situation in terms of the (not-yet) state P. This is what
accounts

for the intuition

that noch

nicht

forms

a semantic

unit and for

the intuitive difference between, say, the two sentences in (44):
(44)a.
b.

sie ist noch da
sie ist noch nicht weg

The result of uniform foregrounding sheds a new light on the duality
group: the fourmembers are not only related to each other by presupposi
tion reversal and polarity reversal (i.e. dual negation and negation, respec
tively). In addition, they can be seen as representing four different ways
to "put" the operand predication P(te): as either obtaining or not and
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Table 2. The four perspectives on P(te) provided by the duality
group of schon
P is the second state
P is the first state

P obtains

P doesn't obtain

schon(te, P)
noch(te, P)

noch nicht(te, P)
nicht mehr(te, P)

either representing the first or the second state of affairs in the local
setting of a change in terms of P.
As

we

have

seen

in Section

2.4,

the four-fold

scheme

is the result of

relating the polarity of the proposition P to phases on the time scale. In
contrast, the standard polarity scheme provides just two possibilities.
Table 3. The two perspectives on P(te)
provided by the standardpolarity scheme
P obtains

P doesn't obtain

P(te)

not-P(te)

The result implies for noch nicht(te, P) that the negation is part of the
foregrounding expression noch nicht, and not part of the foregrounded
material itself. In other words, noch nicht(te, P) is not to be analyzed as
the compositional application of noch to the negation of P(te) but as the
application of the semantic unit noch_nicht to the positive sentence P(te).
This is a revision of the view put forward in L6bner (1989) where I
considered the combination compositional.
In fact, a stronger observation can be made for the four particles: none
of them allows for negation within its scope. All sentences in (45) are
odd. (The noch nicht sentence b is good if it is taken in the
definitely
a continuation
sense but not if you think of it as expressing
semantic-unit

of the negative state of her not being there as indicated.)
(45) a.
b.

?sie ist schon nicht da
?sie ist noch

nicht_da

c.

?sie ist noch nicht nicht da

d.

?sie ist nicht mehr

nicht da

For that reason, the subnegation test for duality is, strictly speaking, only
possible

if the negation

not-P(te)

can be achieved

by lexical

substitution.

For instance, the four sentences in (45) become perfectly acceptable if
nicht da is replaced by the equivalent weg.29
29

Note

of affairs

that

sentence
the same
the operand
sie ist weg, although
(roughly)
expressing
while
the latter is negative.
ist nicht da, is syntactically
positive,

as sie
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d.

sie
sie
sie
sie
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ist schon weg
ist noch weg
ist noch nicht weg
ist nicht mehr weg

The phenomenon that syntactic negation is barred in the scope of certain
constructions is not unique. The particles of the schon group share the
propertywith other time-related operators, viz. certain temporal subordin
ators such as since, until and possibly others. An interesting exception
from the expressions barred is nicht mehr itself, which can occur within
the scope of schon

(47)a.
b.

as well

as in such temporal

clauses:

sie ist schon nichtmehr da
(as opposed to ?sie ist schon nicht da)
ich warte,

bis sie nicht mehr

da ist

I'llwait until she's no longer there
c.

?ich warte bis sie nicht da ist
I'll wait

until

she isn't there

At present, I can't offer an explanation for the phenomenon.
DER AUWERA'S

5. VAN

OF THE DUALITY

CRITICISM

FOR USES WITH NARROW

HYPOTHESIS

(TYPES F AND T)

FOCUS

This section turns to the objections of van derAuwera againstmy analysis
of the type-F and type-T uses of schon and erst and their negations. Van
talks of 'scalar uses' (type F) and 't-scalar uses' (type T)
der Auwera

instead. Section 5.1 recollects his arguments against the type-F analysis.
In Section

5.2 I will defend my analysis of the schon-erst group. The
of noch and its dual nur noch are the subject of Section

F use

type
5.3.

Van der Auwera's objections concerning my analysis of type-T schon are
discussed

in Section

5.4.

5.1. Van der Auwera's Objections
Van

levels

der Auwera

two arguments

against what

he calls my

second

duality hypothesis, i.e. my analysis of the temporal type-F and type-T
uses.

For

the type-F uses,

he claims

that my

'system' were

both

too rich

and too poor (recall that my 'system' for type F is the duality group
consisting

of schon,

erst, noch

nicht

and nicht

erst; see Figure

15 in the

next subsection):
(A-6)

"[..

.] the system

is too rich,

in the sense

that nicht
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schon

and erst.

in a 'repair' or

'echo' context." (p. 637)
"[...] it is not only schon and noch nicht that have scalar
counterparts: nonscalar noch and nicht mehr have them too."
(p. 641)
"In disagreement with the duality hypothesis [...] noch and
schon of the scalar uses are semantically exactly the same as
the ones of the non-scalar use. What is different [.. .] is that
the state reached involves some point on a scale [...]." (p.

641)
(A-9)

In the scalar uses, "schon and noch do not only have their
ordinary negations nicht mehr and noch nicht, but they also
have the restrictive variants erst and nur noch." (p. 641)

It is not easy to disentangle the relations of these statements to my
duality theses. To begin with aminor point, (A-6) is void for the part of
nicht schon, since I gave noch nicht as the negation of schon in type-F
use, rather than nicht schon. (A-7) is true but not immediately related to
the duality thesis. If (A-8) ismeant to entail that, along with themeanings
of the particles, their semantic relationships are also alike in both uses, it
can easily be shown to be wrong. The duality relationship between schon
and noch in their non-scalar (= type-S) uses does not hold for the scalar
(= type-F) uses. If (A-8) is justmeant as expressing that there is a common
meaning underlying the various uses of the particles, it is inapt for invalid
ating my approach: I have always been striving to show that a uniform
meaning underlies all the different types of uses of the particles (cf. Lobner
1989 at length: Sections 2.2, 3.2, and 5). In view of that it is clearly
misleading to say that the duality hypotheses are in 'disagreement'with a
uniform semantic interpretation of schon and noch.
In (A-9) van der Auwera states, among other things, that noch nicht is
the ordinary negation of schon. This, together with (A-8), contradicts his
former claims raised against my duality approach for the basic type S.
Noch

nicht

cannot

be

the ordinary

negation

of schon

if he assumes

the

contiguity requirement (A-4) and his central thesis (A-l) that schon is not
that as it may,
as shown
the scalar uses composed
the dual of noch. Be
It remains

unclear

what

(A-9) seems to suggest
in Figure 14.

he considers

the relation

a 'system'

between

schon

for
and

If (A-8) is to be taken in the sense that the relation is
like duality minus
the same as for the basic use, it must me something
(or

noch

to be

like.

plus) the difference with respect to the contiguity requirement.
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nicht mehr
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14. Van

RESTRICTIVEe
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NEGATION

Figure
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erst

VARIANT

nur noch

VA-Ml-IRSRIATI

der Auwera's

I will

subsections,

system

for the scalar

first show

uses.

that van der Auwera's

claims with respect to the schon-erst group are wrong (Section 5.2) and
then turn to the analysis of the F uses of noch and nur noch (Section 5.3).
closer look will reveal that the 'system' in Figure 14 in fact consists of

A

two duality groups, one containing the elements of the top line, the other
those of the bottom
Auwera's
temporal
ments.

objections
adverbial,

5.2.
In type-F uses,
sentence
focus
because
Section

line.

In Section

5.4,

I will
of

concerning my analysis
which can be refuted with

Type-F

Uses:

The Group

briefly relate
the uses with

to van der
focus on a

the same

basically

argu

of schon and erst

are associated
with a narrow,
contrastive
not be a temporal
adverbial
te,
specifying
this would
be type Tipf.) As
I have shown
in Lobner
(1989:
derived
2), the semantic analysis of this use can be compositionally
the particles
(which must

the S meaning
is remarkable
about

from

of schon
the use

and the semantic effect of focusing. What
is the fact that the dual of schon here is not

noch

but erst. We
shall see in the next subsection
a
to
belongs
duality group of its own together with

that noch

in this use

its dual nur noch

(cf.

Figure 15 below).
Above

[(2)]
As

(2)

2.1,

I gave

(2) as a typical example:

Sie haben schon DREISEITEN
gelesen30
you've read already three pages

in the basic

take
30

in Section

type-S uses, schon and the other particles
the predication
in focus as a stative, or imperfective,

In many
could

cases

of

alternatively

type-F
be

the syntax allows for different
sentences,
on the numeral
alone or on the whole

of

focusings.
In
VP.

the group
predication

The
the

focus
examples

following, I choose one possible focusing without meaning to exclude other possibilities.
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DUAL NEGATION

erst

SUBNEGATION

NEGATION

DUALNEGATION

15. The

Figure

AND

group

of schon

and erst

nicht erst
in their

type-F

uses.

on a constituent
which
the amount of the
te. Focusing
specifies
material
of the predication
in focus becomes
'the
read, the argument
amount of material
read by the time of te'. The amount of material
read
call it 'f' for no
function, or variable,
by some time t is a time-dependent
about

reason.

particular

The

sentence

means:

'at te, f already

is three pages.'31

Again, this is phase quantification of the same pattern as represented by
the type-S uses of schon. The predicate P in this case is 'f is three pages'.
Since reading
is an accumulative
read
process
(the amount of material

increases continuously with time), not-P is equivalent to 'f is less than
three pages'

since,

once

three pages

are read,

there will

never

again be a

time where threepages are readwith the same reference is false. Let '3
be

p.'

short
of

meaning

for P, and '<3 p.' for not-P. We
can then illustrate
as
in
the
left
of
which
16
is essentially
(2)
part
Figure

the
an

instance of Figure 1 above. Erst, the dual of schon, yields the correspond
ing picture in the right part of Figure 16. In the first-P-then-not-P perspec
tive

it introduces,

'not-P' becomes

tantamount

to

'more

than P'

in the

given context of an upward development.
t

t

noch nich/\

schon

<3p.
Figure

31

See L5bner

erst

3

3p.
16.

Illustrations

(1989:

184-189)

nicht erst

/

of

the meanings

for a semantic

of schon

analysis

p.
and erst

in more

> 3 p

in type-F

detail.
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The presuppositions for the F uses parallel those of use S: schon(te, P)
and noch nicht(te, P) presuppose that there is a phase beginning before te
where fwas not what is specified by the predicate in focus. Erst(te, P) and
nicht erst(te,P) presuppose a preceding phase of P being true.
Since van der Auwera disagrees with each relationship in Figure 15, we
better provide the relevant evidence. Let us first determine the proper
negations by means of the question-answer test. The focus is indicated by
small capitals. All the sentences have also type-S readings (without a
contrastive focus). So you have to think of 'neunzehn (19) sein' as opposed
to, e.g., 'achtzehn (18) sein'.
(48)a.

Ist Peter
Is Peter

b.

Hast

schon NEUNZEHN ? - Nein,
- . . .
already nineteen?

du schon

ZWEIKinder?

er ist noch nicht NEUNZEHN.

- Nein,

ich habe

noch keine

zwei

Kinder.
Do

you have

already

two children?

-

...

Obviously, the negation of type-F use is noch nicht (which, again, is to
be

taken

as including

variants

such as in b). The

next

two pairs may

illustrate that the negation of erst is nicht erst:
(49)a.

Ist Peter
Is Peter

b.

Hast

erst NEUNZEHN ? - Nein, er ist nicht erst NEUNZEHN.
- ...
only nineteen
(so far)?

du

erst ZWEIKinder?

- Nein,

ich habe

nichterst

zwei

Kinder.
Do
Van

you have only

two children

(so far)? -

...

der Auwera

only be used

claims in (A-6) that the negations
of type-F erst "can
in a 'repair' or 'echo' context". This claim is easily disproved.

Sentences such as the following can be naturally uttered without having
a corrective function. (The embedding into a causal clausemakes a correc
tive function pragmatically impossible).
(50)a.

sie kennt

sich hier schon gut aus, weil sie nicht erst SEITKURZEM

hier wohnt

b.

she already knows her way around here well, because she hasn't
lived here just for a short time
du kannst aus dem Papier zitieren, weil es nicht erst eine VORLAU

FIGEFassung ist
you may quote from the paper, since it isn't just a preliminary
version
As Giv6n (1978) has pointed out, the context restrictions for negative
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sentences are in general stronger than those for positive sentences.32
Prototypically, positive statements are much more informative than
negative statements. The mere information contained in a negative state
ment ismore often than never almost zero, excluding one possibility out
of a vast, often unlimited, range. Hence, negative statements rely heavily
on a context of contrary expectations or standards for their communicative
relevance. For that reason, the sentences containing scalar noch nicht and
nicht erst are contextually

marked

- but only

in the same way,

and to the

same degree, as any other negative sentences. To see that, compare the
second sentences in (50) to those in (51) with the particles dropped. They
are neither less nor more 'corrective':
(51)a.
b.

ichwohne nicht seit kurzem hier
I haven't lived here for just a short time
das ist keine vorldufigeVersion des Papiers
this isn't a preliminary version of the paper

Thus, nicht erst in this use can safely be regarded as the ordinary descrip
tive negation of erst. Apart from that, there is no reason to assume that
erst should lack an ordinary propositional negation expressed either by
standard negation or by substitution.
Let us next demonstrate the duality relationship between schon and erst
in this use.
ALS
Biicher? - Nein, [er hat] erst WENIGER
(52)a. Hat Peter schon FCNF
FONF.
Does

Peter have

five books

already?

- No,

he still has less than

five books so far.
b. Hat Peter erst FUNFBicher? - Nein, [er hat] schon MEHR
ALS
F0NF.

Does

Peter

only have

five books

yet? - No,

he has more

than

five books already.
The test shows that (i) there is a common presupposition of a development
'less' to 'more'

from

in time,

since either

'less than five' precedes

'five' or

'five'precedes 'more than five'; (ii) the combination of the second particle
with

the possible

alternative

('less'

in the case of schon,

'more' in the case

of erst) renders the firstparticle false. That means that the subnegation of
one

is equivalent
to the negation of the other: the particles
der Auwera
calls erst a 'restrictive variant' of schon

Van

use. Relating to examples such as in (52), he says:
32For a
comprehensive discussion of the issue see Horn (1989, ch. 3).
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Erst is essentially a restrictive version of schon. The default context for (2) [= Peter hat
schon finf BUtcher, S.L.] and (9) [= Peter hat erst fAnf Blcher, S.L.] is one inwhich Peter
is getting more and more books. With schon the possession of five books is compared with
the previous possession of less than five books, and since five ismore than less-than-five,
one can paraphrase this schon with 'asmany as'. With erst, however, one compares the
projected future possession of more than five books. Five books is less thanmore-than-five.
Hence one can paraphrase erstwith 'as few as' or 'only... so far'. (p. 638)

I fully agree with that33- only, it isprecisely the description of the duality
relationship between schon and erst (cf. Figure 16). Thus, van der Auwera
does not disagree with my semantic analysis but just doesn't realize that
the relationship is an instance of duality.34
If we compare the test pairs in (52) to the result of replacing erst by
noch, we get question-answer pairings which are inadmissible because
question and answer trigger incompatible presuppositions:
Bicher? - Nein, [er hat] noch WENIGER
(53)a. Hat Peter schon FONF
ALS FUNF.

Does

Peter

have

five books

already?

FUNFBicher?

- Nein,

- No,

he has

less than

five books left.
b.

Hat

Peter

noch

[er hat] schon MEHR ALS

FUNF.

Does

Peter

have

five books

left? - No,

he already

has more

than five books.
While these pairs enjoy marginal acceptability in their type-S readings,
they do not match in their type-F readings. In its type-F reading, the
question in (53a) presupposes - as the corresponding declarative sentence
would

-

a development

from Peter's

having

less books

to his having

33That does not mean that I
agree with everything van der Auwera says about erst. He
claims that the interpretation of erst requires a scale with three phases, namely a negative
phase preceding the positive phase in addition to the negative phase following it (p. 639f.),
while my model only involves the latter two. It is not clear what the status of this preceding
phase should be. Certainly, the truthof Peter hat erst 5 Buicherdoes not presuppose a former
time where Peter had less than 5 books: Peter could be acquiring books in packs of five.
Likewise, a sentence such as Peter hat erst 1 Buch is perfectly acceptable. What erst as well
as all the other type-F uses do, in fact, exclude, are zero values of the underlying scale. For
instance, Peter hat schon ein Buch ('Peter already has as much as ONEbook') would be
infelicitous in contrasting the value in focus with a zero value. A l-vs-0 contrast would be
expressed by syntactic negation and hence be the province of type-S constructions. Van der
Auwera assumes the additional negative phase in order to establish a phasing (<5, = 5,
>5) which covers the whole scale. This is unnecessary under the phase-quantification
approach, because phase quantification automatically selects a relevant section of the scale
(cf. the notion of admissible intervals in Section 2.4 and the discussion in Lbner 1989,
Section 2).
34Rather, he downright denies it: cf. his remark (p. 650) "I also argued that scalar [i.e.
type-F] and t-scalar [i.e. type-T] erst is not the dual of scalar and t-scalar schon.".
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more. The answer, however, presupposes a development in the opposite
direction. The analogue holds for (53b).
The fact that noch in these uses is not the dual of schon shows that,
contrary to van der Auwera's claim (A-8), the meaning of noch cannot
be exactly the same as in the basic use. If they were, the two particles
would inevitably be duals in these uses, too.What distinguishes the part
icles in these uses from type S is not only the focusing on some value on
a (time-dependent) scale, but in addition the restriction to upward or
downward developments on the scale. Although the resultant meanings
are special instances of the basic meanings of the particles, the restriction
to particular developments can probably not be derived from the basic
meanings of the particles and the type of constructions they are used in
(see Lobner 1989, pp. 190ff. for a discussion of the problem).

5.3. Type-F Uses of noch: The Duality Group of noch and nur noch
As to his second claim, (A-7), van der Auwera is right. Noch and nicht
mehr do have scalar uses, although I do not know whether they can be
analyzed in the same way as those of schon and erst. His examples (58
and 59) are

(54)a.
b.

Peter hat noch fiinf Bicher
Peter has five books left
Peter hat keine fiinf Bicher mehr
doesn't have five books left

Peter

which parallel
(55)a.
b.

Peter hat schon fiinf Bicher
Peter already has five books
Peter hat erst fiinf Bicher
Peter has only five books so far

in focusing on a time dependent variable in an imperfective sentence. And
I might add that, apparently, the scalar uses of noch and nicht mehr
parallel the full range of applicability of type-F schon and erst. More
examples are given in (56):
(56)a.

sie ist noch eine ASSISTENTIN
she still is an assistant professor
sie ist keine ASSISTENTINmehr

she isn't an assistant professor anymore
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hier
ich wohne noch LANGE
I'll keep living here for a long time
ich wohne nichtmehr LANGE
hier
Iwon't keep living here for a long time
ichwohne hier noch BISMAI
I'll keep living here tillMay yet

c.

ich wohne

hier nicht mehr

BISMAI

Iwon't keep living here tillMay
Thus, van der Auwera is right in claiming that the scalar 'system' also
that does not
comprises noch and nicht mehr. As we have seen, however,
mean
that noch and nicht mehr
in this use belong
to the same duality

group as schon and erst. Rather noch in this use spans a duality group of
its own. As van der Auwera rightly states, noch relates to nur noch in
sentences such as (57) and (58) in the same way as schon relates to erst.
(57)

Peter hat nur noch FONF
Bicher
Peter only has five books left

(58)a.

Peter muB nur noch DREIKAPITELlesen
Peter only has 3more chapters to read

b.

Peter

ist nur noch ASSISTENT

c.

Peter is now only an assistant professor
Peter wohnt nur noch KURZhier
P. will only go on living here a little longer

d.

Peter wohnt

hier nur noch

BISMAI

P. will only go on living here tillMay
It follows

that nur noch

is the dual of noch

(as erst is the dual of schon).

And, indeed, the duality test is positive:
Bucher? - Nein, er hat nur noch WENIGER
(59)a. Hat Peter noch FUNF
ALS FUNF.
Does

Peter

have

five books

left? - No,

he even has

less than

five books left.
b. Hat Peter nur noch FUNFBiicher? - Nein, er hat noch MEHR
ALS

Does

FUNF.

Peter

five books
Both

nur

noch

only have
left.

and noch

five books

possess

left? - No,

(non-corrective)

he has more

negations,

than

as the

following question-answer pairs show, namely nicht mehr (or, more
generally,
nur noch:

NEG mehr)

for noch

and nicht nur noch

or noch mehr
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Bicher? - Nein, er hat keine FNF Biicher
(60)a. Hat Peter noch FCNF
mehr.

Does Peter have five books left? - No, he hasn't five books
left.
b. Hat Peter nur noch FONF Bucher? - Nein, er hat
Biicher.
nicht nur noch/noch mehr als FUNF
Does Peter only have five books left? - No, he doesn't only
have five books left/he has more than five books left.
Noch mehr als (with its accent on mehr) functions as a polarity counterpart
of nur noch if the operand defines a value on a quantitative scale (which
is the selectional restriction formehr). If the operand defines a value on
a different scale,mehr is to be replaced accordingly, e.g. the polar counter
part of nur noch bis morgen would be noch linger als bis morgen. The
general polarity counterpart of nur noch is nicht nur noch. The complete
duality group of noch in its scalar use is shown in Figure 17.
noch

---

NEGATION

nur nch

----

DUAL

SUBNEGATION

nicht mehr-

NEGATION

4I

/>

DUAL

-->

nicht nur noch

X^^

Figure 17. The duality group of type-F noch and nur noch.

I am not in the position to offer a compositional analysis of the group
here. It is unclear, for one thing, if the combination nur noch can be
analyzed as a linear sequence with nur having scope over noch. The fact
that, with quantitative operands, the negation of nur noch can be ex
pressed

by noch mehr

als suggests

that nur

in nur noch

has

scope

over

noch (in accordance with the surface order), since mehr als is a negative
counterpart of nur and hence the negation is accomplished by negating
nur and leaving noch untouched.35 However, the surface order of noch
mehr
35

als suggests

that noch

has scope over

the other

part. Furthermore,

See L6bner (1990, ch. 9) for an analysis of nur along this line.
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the compositional combination of nur and subsequent noch does not yield
the meaning of nur noch. It might be more appropriate to regard the
combination as a branching operator construction with both nur and noch
applying simultaneously to the scalar operand without one having scope
over the other. The fact that, e.g., Peter hat nur noch fiinf Bicher entails
both Peter hat nur fiinf Bucher and Peter hat noch fiinf Bucher supports
this assumption.
Let me

add a final point

concerning

nur noch. Van

der Auwera

seems

to insinuate that this particle combination, too, has an expressive meaning
component. Commenting on (57) (Peter hat nur noch FUNFBucher, his
(59)) he states: "... and this time the comparison presents the possession
of five books as undesirable." I do not share this view. Maybe intellectuals
like us consider the possession of as many books as possible desirable.
But in general, nur noch is by no means incompatiblewith the expression
of desirable states. If I am looking forward tomy vacations, it is perfectly
adequate to say something like:
(61)

5.4.

jetzt brauche ich zum Gluck nur noch drei Tage zu arbeiten
fortunately, I only need towork for threemore days now

The Other

Types

of Uses:

Tpf and Tipf with

Focus

on a Temporal

Adverbial
For the final discussion

of types Tpf and Tipf, let me

first recall the examples

from Section 2.1:
[(3)]

type Tpf: (association with a time adverbial in focus in a
perfective sentence)
an
sie kommt schon/erst MORGEN
she is arriving

[(4)]

as early as/as

late as tomorrow

type Tipf: (association with a time adverbial in focus in an
imperfective sentence)
ich war schon/erst

GESTERNda

I already was there yesterday /I was there only yes
terday
The time adverbial in focus specifies the normally implicit evaluation
time te (type Tipf), or, in the case of the perfective aspect type Tpf, the
timewhere the event expressed takes place. For type-Tpfuses, schon(e, T)
the time interval T rather than
that the event e occurs within
expresses
later. This can be seen from the duality test for the construction.
Testing

(3) would yield (62):
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Kommt sie schon MORGEN
an ? - Nein, sie kommt erst SPATER

(62)

an.

Is she arriving as early as tomorrow? - No, she is arriving only
later.
Erst(e, T), on the other hand, expresses that e occurs within T rather than
earlier:
Kommt sie erst MORGEN
an? - Nein, sie kommt schon FROHER

(63)

an.

Is she arriving

- No,

as late as tomorrow?

she is arriving

already

earlier.
Thus

the meaning
in Figure

of schon(e, T) can be illustrated by a diagram such as
for schon exhibits
the ordering of
18.36 The diagram
first TRUE then FALSE with respect to the predication
in focus, while
the
the one

converse would hold for erst(e, T).
e

schon

Tnot

e

\
X

nicht erst

night schon

nt

TIME

not-T

erst

\

T....

IME

T

Figure 18. Schon(e, T) and erst(e, T) in use Tpf.
are reversals of the ones for type-S and type-F uses (cf.
orderings
1 and 15). Van der Auwera
refers to the phenomenon
as 'scale
Figures
It can be explained by the assumption
reversal'.
that schon has a uniform
The

meaning always expressing that the state of affairs expressed is relatively
advanced (while erst would express the opposite): if schon(e, T) is true,
e happens earlier than itmight do otherwise (see Lobner 1989, pp. 192
199).
Van

der Auwera

of the diagram
The picture

offers

a description
19.

of the type-T use of schon

in form

in Figure
is questionable.

First, it is not clear what the bottom part
of the diagram means.
If that part is taken in the same sense as in Figure
7 for schon/already,
it would mean
that schon gestern expresses
that the

36

As mentioned

adjunct

position

towards
of

the end of Section

its focus

and

noch

nicht

2.1, the negation
if the operator

of schon

is nicht

is placed

position.
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y+n

... .

-._. ...................._

.._. ........_..
/

......................

......................
Figure

event

schon gestern

e took place

19. Van

within

der Auwera's

the shaded

diagram

(76),

time zone,

p. 745.

i.e. yesterday,

rather

than earlier.While that is probably true, it is not the issue schon gestern
focuses

on, namely

that e took place within

T rather

than later. The

time

before the time specified in the focus of schon lies outside the perspective
of this construction (Figure 18). Second, the arrow doesn't indicate a
polarity contrast, but something else (cf. the discussion in Section 3.2 of
van der Auwera's representation of finally in Figure 8). What schon here
focuses on, however, is the polarity contrast. So any arrow should indicate
a contrast between schon(e, T) and nicht schon(e, T), i.e., a contrast
between e happening within T and e happening later.
in Figure 19 fails to depict the meaning
Thus the diagram
van der Auwera's
of the
these uses. Likewise,
representation
erst gestern which looks as the one in Figure 19 except for the
tual scenario being shifted to the left of the bottom part -

of schon

in

meaning
counterfac

of

accidentally

yielding a picture almost identical with the one for finally - does not
in showing the right order
the semantic data. It is more adequate
of the negative and the positive phase in the bottom part of the diagram.
which characterizes
the
the switch of perspective
But it fails to represent

match

relationship between schon and erst, as he himself describes it.
van der Auwera
levels the same
from these considerations,
Apart
't-scalar'
of
the
of arguments
(i.e. type-T) uses
against my analysis
in the same
with type F. They can be answered
did in connection
of schon and erst in these uses, nicht schon, or noch
The negations
can be shown to admit
(see fn. 36), and nicht erst, respectively,

corrective readings. Cf. examples like
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ich brauche das Zimmer noch, weil ich nicht schon MORGEN
fahren kann

(64)a.

I still need

the

room,

I cannot

because

leave

as early

as

tomorrow

b.

wir kOnnen uns nicht mehr sehen, weil ich nicht erst MORGEN
fahren kann
we

cannot

meet

because

anymore,

I can't

leave

as

late as

tomorrow

For this type, too, van der Auwera argues that my 'system'were to
poor, pointing at examples such as (65a) [his (73), p. 643] which also has
the positional variant (65b).
(65) a.

gestern noch war er da
as late as yesterday he was
noch gestern war er da

b.

there

These uses of noch, however, do not represent the same type. The particle
to the time adverbial,
Thus, unlike

is associated

focus of the sentence.

the time adverbial

is not

in the

in all other

cases of all the particles
as a focus particle here. The sentence

so far, noch is not used
is on the VP, but since the particle

discussed
focus

but

is not associated

with

it it does

not participate in the construction of the polarity contrast. The negation
of (65a)would be (65c):
(65)c.
It would
heavy

er war nicht gestern noch da
contain

accent

negation,

but

the noch

in order

in its scope and require a rather
its scope. There may be other ways of
to which noch is attached would
the adverbial
constituent

to mark

in any event

not be in the scope of the negation. Note that (65a/b) is quite different
from the formally similar type-S sentence (66a):
(66)a.

gestern war er noch da
yesterday, he was still there

with its regular negation (66b):
(66)b.

gestern war er nicht mehr da
yesterday, he wasn't there anymore

Here noch/nicht mehr operates on the sentence focus, while the adverbial
gestern is topical.
Not only is noch a different
it also lacks any group mates.

in sentences
such as (65),
type of operator
not even
It has no dual and no subnegation,
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its usual negative mate nicht mehr. The result of replacing noch in (65a)
by nichtmehr is downright out, even uninterpretable:
*gestern nichtmehr war er da
(possibly) at a time when it was no longer yesterday, he was
there

(67)

To sum up on this point: noch in the use exemplified by (65), which only
looks like a type-T use of the particle, simply isn't part of the 'system'.
And, I would like to add, even if itwere, itwouldn't invalidate the joint
duality analysis for type-T schon and erst.

6. CONCLUSION

I have argued that the objections to my duality approach raised by van
der Auwera

do not

invalidate

my

In Section

analysis.

3, I showed

that

(what I consider the tenable part of) van der Auwera's analysis of al
ready/schon and its group is essentially the same as mine. In particular,
the

two

'scenarios'

for the use

of schon

van der Auwera

assumes

are

naturally covered by the phase-quantification analysis (when they are
taken as representing alternatives). His further claim that a special 'conti
guity requirement' holds for schon but not for the other three particles
could be shown to be empirically invalid. Schon(te, P) is able to trigger a
contiguity implicatureby a generalmechanism, but in this respect it doesn't
differ from the other three particles. So, van der Auwera fails to demon
strate any asymmetry between schonand the rest of the group.
As forfinallylendlich, I argued that the particle is set apart from the
already/schon group by the presence of a non-descriptive, expressive,
meaning component (Section 4.1). Contrary to van der Auwera's sugges
tions,
Hence

it can be shown
the apparent

that already/schon
has no such meaning
component.
between
endlich and schon cannot be
opposition

explained by conflicting meaning components. In Section 4.2, we could
see that endlich spans a duality group of its own which parallels the original
schon-noch group. The apparent incompatibility of finallylendlich with
is not a matter of the descriptive meaning
of the two part
alreadylschon
In fact, in terms of truth
is not logical in nature.
icles, and hence,

conditions, finallylendlich entails alreadylschon (Section 4.3). The im
possibility of combining both particles in certain constructions within one
sentence

can be explained

each particle

(Section

4.4).

as a conflict

between

In this connection

is foregrounded
by
saw that the members

what
we
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of the schon-noch group share a further feature: they all foreground the
same state, their argument predicate P (Section 4.5).
In the remaining Section 5, we took a closer look at van der Auwera's
objections to the duality analysis of the uses with narrow focus, type F
and type T. For the type-F uses, van der Auwera suggests a six-part
system, or two three-part systems, as shown in Figure 14, arguing for the
exclusion of what he considers non-standard negations inmy duality group
and for the inclusion of "restrictive variants". I showed that the negations
are standard and that the restrictive variants are duals. His system in fact
consists of two duality groups. In a similar vein, van der Auwera's argu
ments against the analysis of type-T schon and erst could be refuted.
The result of the discussion is not primarily a refutation of van der
Auwera's criticisms, but a deeper understanding of the particles: their
lexicalmeaning and their pragmatics as well as their relationship to, and
differences from, related particles such as endlich and noch immer, or the
noch-nur noch group.
The search for duality relations can be seen as part of a semantic
methodology which puts more emphasis on negation phenomena. The
investigation of polarity is of fundamental importance for the truth-con
ditional program of semantic analysis. The truth conditions of a natural
language sentence are not fully understood as long as it is not assessed
what the propositional negation of the sentence is.Whereas inmany cases
the answer is quite trivial, the field of focus particles presents an intriguing
set of data.

Since

in most

cases

they cannot

be negated

by the standard

means of adding not to the sentence in the appropriate position, the
question is not trivial here. For one thing, it is necessary, for a sentence
containing a focus particle, to determine how the case of the sentence's
being false is regularly expressed. For another, the determination of the
respective polarity counterpart is connected with another basic problem:
the analysis of the semantic presuppositions the operators introduce.Here
the Fregean concept of presupposition (the conditions common to the
cases of being

true and being

false)

turns out

to work

very well. Once

the

issue of negation is taken seriously, it is only natural to consider the effects
of subnegation, i.e. negation within the scope of the particles, as well.
Connecting subnegation to negation yields a duality analysis.
The concept of phase quantification, which I developed from the
analysis of the schon group and transferred to further groups of pheno
mena since, seems to represent a very simple way, in fact the simplest
possible way, to relate polarity to scales. It appears applicable wherever
natural language relates to scales: to time (schon etc.), quantity (the
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nominal quantifiers), implication (only), or dimensions (scalar adjec
tives).37 In my view, phase quantification is one of the basic cognitive
schemes available to human minds. A very interesting question for the
semantic analysis of natural languages is the issue to what extent the
scheme can be considered lexicalized in natural language expressions.
Lexical meanings are the result of historical development. They have
undergone all sorts of meaning shifts, due to the attempts of the language
users to adjust the linguistic tools to their cognitive needs. It cannot be
expected that these tools perfectly match with the cognitive schemes we
make use of. Due to the fact that phase quantification is a highly abstract
scheme, natural languages are not very likely to have developed expres
sions meaning exactly that. It is only within the observable linguistic
history thatGerman schon developed its present temporal reading,38now
considered basic, out of historical meanings quite different from the pre
sent one. (The same is true for English already: take it literally.)
As for the evolution of duality groups, the process is even more com
plex. Schon and noch, e.g., developed their present meanings from com
pletely unrelated sources. As a matter of fact, noch can probably not be
considered a phase quantifier in all of its uses. (I agree with van der
Auwera in assuming that the basic meaning of noch is additive). Yet it
has a temporal use and meaning, inwhich it does function as the duality
counterpart of schon in type-S sentences.39 Thus there is some thing like
a converging development of duality pairs in (at least certain) natural
languages.40Since the historically grownmeanings of expressions figuring
in duality groups only approximatelymatch with the cognitive schemes of
phase quantification, there is almost always 'more' to theirmeaning than
just their duality group membership. In this respect, I agree with van der
Auwera. But itwould certainly mean to renounce a valuable and fruitful
analytical tool if one were to ignore the duality relationships which can
be attested in the lexica of natural languages. After all, we have found
threemore groups during the discussion, and there may be many more
to discover.

37 See Lobner
(1990) for these analyses.
38The earliest written records are from the 13th century (cf. Grimm 1854).
39This
meaning, in fact, ismuch older than the temporalmeaning of schon. It already was
established inGothic and Old High German (cf. Grimm 1854).
40 Another
intriguing set of phenomena of this kind is, by the way, presented by the
semantic development of duality groups among themodal verbs of English and German.
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